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The fiindamental assumption of generative linguistic theory is Universal 
Grammar (UG). The theory of UG is established mainly on the basis of the 
observation to English and other European languages, which usually have the 
system of inflection or agreement. But some UG principles are only observable 
in such Asian Language as Chinese, Japanese and Korean. The study of these 
languages are significant to justify and strengthen the general power of the theory 
ofUG. 
The topic structure is the most often used structure in Chinese. The study 
of the topic structure will contribute a lot to our understanding of the related 
general principles in Chinese, and even the overall generalization of the principles 
governing Chinese as well as English. 
There have been heated debates on the topic structure in both languages. 
One of the key issues is whether the Chinese topic structure is derived from 
movement as what is assumed in English. 
It is argued in this thesis that most Chinese topic structures are base-
generated. There are three fundamental assumptions in this thesis: (i) Most 
Chinese topic sentences are base-generated; (ii) The variable can be base-
generated; and (iii) Chinese does not have spelled-out traces. The most 
important suggestion made in this thesis is that the resumptive pronoun could be 
used as an effective test to identify the syntactic status of a gap in the comment 
V 
clause. A gap is filled by a trace when it can not be recovered by the resumptive 
pronoun; Otherwise, the gap is a pseudo gap which is filled by a covert 
resumptive pronoun. Another significant issue discussed in this thesis is the 
reason why the resumptive pronoun must be overt in some cases but not in other 
cases. The proposal made in this thesis is that the compulsorily overt resumptive 
pronoun functions as a last resort to avoid the binding competition. 
An important observation made in the thesis is that the specificity of a topic 
could influence the derivation of a sentence, i.e. a non-specific topic can trigger 
movement but a specific topic is base-generated. The thesis suggests that the 
binding relation could be blocked by certain barriers, e.g. (i) JP is a strong barrier 
to disconstituents; (ii) Complex NP is a barrier to A-control. One consequence 
of this suggestion is that the ungrammaticality of many sentences can by analysed 
as a failure in binding, but not a violation of Subjacency. This further supports 
the basic assumption in this thesis, i.e. the gap in English topic sentences is a 
trace, but the gap in Chinese topic structures is a covert resumptive pronoun in 




























Chapter 1 Introduction 
The goal of generative linguistic theory is to describe language as a property 
of the human mind and to explain how it is acquired. In Cook's (1996: 8) 
words, it does not aim at describing the details of one specific language, but 
rather at formulating the underlying principles that determine the grammars of 
human languages. The fundamental assumption of this theory is Universal 
Grammar (UG). According to Chomsky (1976: 29), all human beings share the 
system of principles, conditions, and rules that are elements or properties of all 
human languages and the essence of human language. The theoretical 





Phonetic Form Logic Form 
1 Examples are separately numbered in each chapter. The example will be referred to 
by section number and example number when the example is not in the section under 
discussion. For example, "1.(1)" stands for Example (1) in Chapter 1. 
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The D-stmcture is the level of representation where the thematic structure is 
satisfied. Through the application of Move a, the D-Structure is mapped onto 
the S-Structure. Then the PF representation is derived from the S-structure via 
phonological rules. LF rules derive where scope relations are represented 
(Chomsky 1981, Fu 1994). 
In recent years, the theory of principle and parameter has become more 
popular since it conveys the claim that the speaker knows a set of principles that 
apply to all languages, and parameters that vary within clearly defined limits from 
one language to another (Cook 1996: 2). The principles working with the 
parameters, which determines how the principles are possibly applied differently, 
govem the overt or covert similarities among languages. The theory ofUG was 
established mainly on the basis of the observation to English and other European 
languages, which usually have the system of inflection or agreement. From these 
languages, the Extended Projection Principle is proposed which requires that 
each sentence must have a subject. But some UG principles might not be 
observable in the European languages. For example, Binding Principle A 
predicts that an anaphor must be bound within the governing category, but the 
anaphor ziji "self in Chinese can be free within the governing category and bear 
• • 2 a long-distance binding beyond the governing category. In face of this 
2 Li this thesis, Chinese stands for Mandarin. 
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phenomenon, the binding principle must be modified, that is, either the governing 
category or the anaphor should be redefined. This example shows that the Asian 
languages such as Chinese are undoubtedly significant to justify and strengthen 
the general power of the theory ofUG. 
The topic structure is one of the structures which are most often used in 
Chinese, but fairly marked in English, especially in written English. Li and 
Thompson (1976, 1981) distinguishes English from Chinese in terms of subject 
and topic by calling English the subject-prominent language, and Chinese the 
topic-prominent language. The understanding of the topic structure will 
contribute a lot to the understanding of the related general principles in Chinese, 
and even the overall generalization of the principles governing Chinese as well as 
English. A unified analysis of the topic structure in both languages will give 
support to the assumption of the principle-parameter framework, since the 
theory of UG must be compatible with the diversity of existing grammars 
(Chomsky 1981: 3). 
There have been heated debates on the topic structure in both languages. One 
of the key issues is whether the Chinese topic structure is derived from 
movement. Many linguists favor the movement analysis since it works well in 
analysing many languages, especially the European languages. It results in the 
attempt to demonstrate that the derivation of the topic structure in Chinese is 
I 
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also a process of topicalization though there is disagreement on whether the item 
being topicalized is a wh-operator or simply the topic item, i.e. whether the topic 
is based-generated in the topic position or moved out of the comment.� Some 
examples are furnished to show the movement-related Subjacency effect in the 
Chinese topic structure. But counter-examples are also found by those who 
disapprove the movement analysis. Other issues include the definition and 
classification of the topic structure, the status of the empty categories in the 
comment, etc.. 
In this thesis I argue that most Chinese topic structures are base-generated. I 
will provide the data to establish the following arguments for the Chinese topic 
structure: (i) The empty category (EC) in Chinese is the member of the inventory 
of the empty category theory within the principle-parameter framework; (ii) 
There is a distinction between pro and PRO in Chinese. If pro has a control 
domain, it should not have an arbitrary index; (iii) The specificity of the topic 
will determine the pattern of the generation of the topic structure; (iv) Chinese 
does not have the spelled-out trace in the comment. The resumptive pronoun can 
be used as a test to identify the syntactic status of the gap in the comment. The 
3 Linguists use the term topicalization differently. It is used in Chomsky (1977) to refer 
to the movement of a wh-operator into COMP, where it is related to the base-generated 
topic by predication. Some others, e.g. Radford (1988, 1997), simply use the term to 
refer to the process whereby the topic item moves out of the comment. 
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EC is a pronominal when it can be recovered by a resumptive pronoun, otherwise 
it is a trace; (v) There is a distinction between the topic adverbial and the 
subcategorized adverbial; (vi) IP is a strong barrier to disconstituents. Complex 
NP is a barrier to A-control; (vii) Some structures that are previously analyzed as 
topicalization should be reanalyzed as covert passive expressions. 
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces some basic concepts 
of the principle-parameter framework within which this thesis is developed. In 
this chapter, I suggest that pro should not have an arbitrary index if it has a 
control domain. Grammar does not take into account a controlled pro which is 
interpreted as having an arbitrary index only with the help of discourse factors. 
In this chapter, attention is drawn at the same time to the distinction between 
grammaticality and acceptability. Chapter 3 is about the definition and 
classification of the topic structure. I propose a syntactic definition for the topic 
structure. In this chapter, I argue that there is no syntactic difference between 
the pure topic and the contrastive topic. It is pointed out that the syntactic 
difference comes from the specificity of the topic, i.e. the non-specific topic is 
generated by movement, but the specific topic is base-generated. Relevant data 
are provided to show the difference between the topic adverbial and the 
subcategorized adverbial. It is shown that some so-called topicalized structures 
are in fact passive sentences, which are not generated by topicalization. A 
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resumptive strategy is put forward to test whether a sentence is base-generated 
or not. Chapter 4 reviews some representative approaches to the generation of 
the topic structure. Attention is drawn to the distinction between topicalization 
and left-dislocation. Chapter 5 discusses the base-generation approach. The 
identification of the status of the gap in the comment is discussed. It is proposed 
that the complex NP is a barrier to A-control. I argue that the reason for the 
ungrammaticality of many topic sentences is not the violation of Subjacency, but 
the failure of A-control to the subject EC. The argument for taking the 
resumptive pronoun in the comment as the base-generated variable is also 
established in this chapter. Chapter 6 is about the topic PP. I argue that the topic 
PP should be distinguished from the true sentence adverbial. An analysis is put 
forward to account for the different behavior of the topic PPs in English and 
Chinese. Chapter 7 deals with the resumptive pronoun in the comment. I 
propose that the EC in the complex NP in the comment is a covert resumptive 
pronoun, but not a trace. I suggest that the binding competition is the reason for 
the compulsory overt resumptive pronoun in some topic sentences. Section 8 
concludes the thesis. 
6 
Chapter 2 The Theoretical Framework 
In this chapter, we will review some important concepts of the theoretical 
framework within which this thesis is developed. The X'-theory is used to 
describe the fundamental projection of the topic structure. When we look at the 
movement analysis, we need to know whether there is any barrier effect which 
constrains syntactic movement. In some topic sentences, there is dependency 
between the topic and the argument position in the comment clause. This 
relation can be explained in the light of the binding theory where the c-command 
relationship plays an important role. The theory of indexation accounts for the 
interpretation of lexical words or empty categories. Empty categories are often 
found in the comment clause. Their syntactic status can be accounted for by the 
theory of empty categories, which is closely related to the theory of government. 
If the gap is a trace, it is subject to the Empty Category Principle. If the gap is a 
PRO or pro, it is subject to the General Control Rule. The interpretation of 
empty categories is covered by the Theory of Indexation. Above all, we need to 
make a distinction between grammaticality and acceptability when we do a 
syntactic analysis of a sentence. 
2.1 Grammaticality and Acceptability 
The linguistic theory accounts for the internal grammar or the competence of 
the language user. However, the competence can only be indirectly reflected by 
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the native speaker's intuitions about language. These intuitions are the result of 
the interaction between the competence and other factors. For instance, whether 
the empty pro is lexicalized or not could be possibly determined by the pragmatic 
or stylistic factors. The language processing factors may play some roles as well. 
But the availability of the lexicalization is determined by syntax, i.e. the empty 
category is a pro but not a trace. According to Haegeman (1994: 7-8), the 
native speaker can only judge the acceptability of the sentence. It is the linguist's 
task to decide what grammatical factors have effect on the acceptability of a 
sentence. There are clear-cut examples to show the distinction between 
grammaticality and acceptability. For example, (la) is acceptable in all cases, but 
(lb) is usually not acceptable though (lb) is generated with the same 
grammatical rule of the subordinate clause. The unacceptability of (lb) is 
irrelevant to grammar because it is due to the limitation of the short-term 
memory of the speaker. 
(1) a. A dog chased a cat that chased a rat. 
b. A hunter chased a lion that chased a tiger that chased a dog that chased 
a cat that chased a rat. 
On the contrary, (2) is acceptable in certain environment but is ungrammatical 
since it lacks a subject which is required by the English grammar. 
(2) *want some beer? 
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In addition, there are gray cases. For example, most native speakers would 
accept (3a), and reject (3b). Faced with such intuitions, linguists have two 
alternatives. One is to modify the grammar to set up a principle which bars the 
structure like (3b). The other is to argue that (3b) is hard to process, so the 
unacceptability of (3b) is irrelevant to grammar but to the more general 
mechanisms used for processing information. 
(3) a. Once that it was clear [that Bill had left], we gave up. 
b. Once that [that Bill had left] was clear, we gave up. 
The existence of the alternatives entails that there may be disagreement 
between linguists as to whether certain unacceptable sentences are grammatical 
or not. The alternative to modify the grammar is preferred in this thesis to deal 
with the case like (3b), i.e. to modify the grammar to cover as many unacceptable 
cases as possible. 
2.2 The X-bar Theory 
X-bar theory brings out what is common in the structure of phrases. 
According to this theory, all phrases have a head. The head, being lexical or 
functional, projects a complement position and a specifier position, as is shown in 
(4). 
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(4) a. X" — Spec X' 
X' — X' (Adjunct) 
X' ~> X (Complement) 








In terms of the order between the head, the complement, the specifier, and the 
adjunct, there are two possibilities: (i) The order is determined by parameters on 
a language-specific basis, (ii) The order of Specifier-Head is fixed (Haegeman 
1994: 498). For the ease of demonstration, (ii) is chosen as the assumption in 
this thesis. 
2.3 C-Command 
C-command is a structural configuration used to express a relationship 
between elements with one element being superior to but not dominating other 
elements (Cook 1996:239). 
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(5) a c-commands p if a does not dominate P and every y that dominates a 
also dominates p. (Chomsky 1986: 8) 
(6) a. y b. y (=XP) 
/ \ / \ 
a p a G)(^ XP) 
/ \ 
P 
The structural relation between a and p in (6a) is called strict c-command. 
When y is interpreted as a maximal projection, the relation between a and P is 
called m-command, as shown in (6b). 
2.4 Barrier 
A barrier is a category which can block the syntactic processes of movement 
and government. Various versions of harrier have been proposed in the 
literature. This thesis adopts the following definition (Chomsky 1986b: 36; 
Lasnik and Satio 1992: 87，102). 
(7) y is a barrier for P if 
a. Y is a maximal projection; 
b. y is not L-marked; 
c. Y dominates P; 
d. y is not an A'-binder. 
JNFL is suitably lexical. VP is not a barrier. 
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L-marking is defined in (7') (Chomsky 1986: 15). 
(7') a 1-marks P if and only if a is a lexical category that theta-governs P . 
2.5 Government 
Using the notion of m-command, Chomsky (1986: 8) proposes that 
government be modified as follows: 
(8) a governs p if and only if 
(i) a is a governor; and 
(ii) a m-commands p; and 
(iii) no barrier intervenes between a and p. 
Maximal projections are barriers to government. 
Governors are heads.^ 
Cook (1996: 315) notes that among different accounts of government, some 
work better than others for certain phenomena, but no version is perfect for all 
purposes. (8) is chosen to be the working definition of government in this thesis 
is because it relates to the assumption made in thesis, i.e. the positions of subject 
and object in the finite clause in English and Chinese can be properly governed 
1 The head could be V，N, P, A, tensed I or AGR and the coindexed XP or coindexed 
intermediate traces ^Iaegeman 1994:442). Overt C(omplementizer) is also a governor 
(Culicover 1997). 
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and are not the positions where the variable should be spelled out (See Chapter 2 
and Chapter 5). In particular, the notion of m-command is important to the 
analysis of disconstituents in Chapter 6. 
2.6 The Binding Theory 
The binding theory is a theory of the distribution of indexical occurrences in 
syntactic structures. It is a purely formal theory for the distribution of indexical 
occurrences, that is, its formulation makes no reference to any semantic terms 
(Fiengo and May 1994: 87). (9) is the definition ofbinding given by Rizzi (1990: 
87). 
(9) a binds p iff 
(i) a c-commands p and 
(ii) a and P have the same referential index. 
Radford (1981: 366) proposed (10) as a semantic filter to rule out 
mismatched indexation. 
(10) Matching Condition (MC) 
If two NPs are assigned the same index, they must match in features 
(e.g. number, gender, person, etc.). 
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We may say that the binding under the Match Condition is legitimate binding 
and that the control under the Matching Condition is legitimate control.^ 
The Binding Principles are stated in (11), where the governing category (GC) 
is simply taken as the minimal NP or JP containing both the governor and the 
governee. 
(11) a. An anaphor is bound in its governing category. 
b. A pronominal is free in its governing category. 
c. An R-expression is free in all governing categories. 
It is worth noting that the Binding Principles are only relevant to the 
governing category. In (11), binding refers to A-binding only. [Spec, ff] and 
:Spec, CP] are considered to be an A-position and an A'-position respectively. 
2 Ning (1993:47) proposes a similar feature-matching rule for the relative construction, 
stated as follows: 
The Conjoining Rule 
An NP can conjoin with the operator in the operator-variable construction of a relative 
clause if and only if the referent indicated by index on the NP is a member of the set 
defined by the restriction on the operator. 
This rule would rule out (i) because the indexed NP is not a member of the set 
restricted by the wh-operator. 
(i) a. *the cari whoi John fixed 
b. *the mani wherCi John fixed the car 
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Free means not being coindexed with a c-commanding argument (Chomsky 
1981: 188; 1986b: 166; Georgopoulos 1991: 16; Radford 1981: 387). (11) can 
be illustrated by (11'). 
(1 r ) a. John said that [pBilli hurt himselfi:. 
b. Johrii said that [w hci will come]. 
c. Johni said that [正 Billj will come]. 
In (ll,a) the anaphor himself is bound by Bill in the governing category, i.e. 
the embedded JP. In (1 l'b) the pronominal he is free in the embedded JP. He is 
bound by the matrix subject John, which is irrelevant to Binding Principle B 
because the principle only works within the governing category IP. In (1 l'c) the 
r-expression Bill is free both inside and outside the governing category IP. 
In addition to A-binding, the relation between an antecedent in a non-
argument (A') position and the bound element in an argument (A) position is 
called A'-binding. (12) is such an example: 
(12) John did not read the book which Bill liked very much. 
The wh-phrase in (12) can naturally be interpreted as the filler of the empty 
position since there is a binding relation between the wh-antecedent and the gap. 
One example to show the existence of the gap is that the English transitive verb 
must not lack a direct object as shown in (13). 
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(13) *Bill liked very much. 
So, the reason for the grammaticality of (12) is that the gap following the verb 
liked functions as object. 
Such binders as topic and wh-phrases are in an A'-position which is not 
assigned a 0-role or a grammatical relation (Aoun 1985). The position takes the 
syntactic scope over (or c-commands) all argument positions that may contain a 
variable (Georgopoulos 1991: 84-86). 
By the movement analysis, A'-binding is generated by the application of Move 
a, moving some XP to [Spec, CP] and leaving a coindexed trace in the position 
out of which the XP moves. This coindexing relation is interpreted as operator-
variable binding at the level of Logical Form, where traces are replaced by 
variables (Georgopoulos 1991: 14). If the variable status of the trace is defined 
functionally, i.e. in terms of A'- binding only, the gap position is not necessarily 
to be created by movement (See Section 5.4). 
2.7 Indexation 
Within the principle-parameter framework, nominal expressions are divided 
into different categories. Semantically speaking, we have anaphors, 
pronominals, and R-expressions. Anaphors and pronominals have no capacity 
for inherent reference. Syntactically and phonetically speaking, we have lexical 
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words, traces, PRO, and pro (Chomsky 1981: 188).^  In the following sections, 
we will discuss how the nominal expressions are assigned referential indices. 
2.7.1 Lexical Words 
Chomsky (1981) suggests that each lexical item is inserted in D-structure 
with an index. All categories are freely indexed, but independent syntactic 
constraints and binding conditions can rule out undesirable indexing. Pronouns 
are proximate if they are coindexed with some other element and obviative if not 
coindexed with any other element (p.l85). Chomsky (1995: 96-99) unifies the 
indexing and interpretive procedures along with the binding principles by 
suggesting two principles of interpretation. These principles are stated in (14) 
and (15), respectively. 
(14) Binding Principles 
a. An anaphor must be bound in a local domain.^ 
b. A pronoun must be free in a local domain. 
c. An r-expression must be free. 
(15) Principles ofInterpretation 
a. If the index of a is identical to the index of P, then a and P are 
coreferential. 
3 Lexical words refer to overt words. 
4 Local domain is also called governing category. 
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b. If the intersection of the index of a and the index of P is null, then a 
and P disjoint in reference. 
The principles of interpretation aim at accommodating three conditions ~ 
coreference，disjoint reference, and overlap in reference. Free in (14b) and (14c) 
is redefined in (16). Overlap is the condition which belongs neither to (15a) nor 
to (15b). For example, inclusion is one instance of overlap (Audrey Li, p.c.). 
(16) P is free with respect of a if either a does not c-command 3 or the 
intersection of the indices of a and p is null. 
Now consider (17) and (18) (Chomsky 1995: 97-99). 
(17) a. hCi likes himj (i^ y) 
b. *hei likes himj (i=j) 
(18) a. *Iilikemcj (i=j) 
b. *w6i like mCj (i=j) 
c. *w6i like mcj ( i � j ) 
d. w6i think Ij will be victorious (i=)j) 
Binding Principle B requires a pronoun to be free in the local domain, which 
means that the index of a pronoun, such as I, him, should be disjoint in reference 
with any c-commanding item in the local domain, (17b), (18a) and (18b) are 
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ungrammatical since the index of the object is identical with the c-commanding 
subject, (18c) is also ungrammatical because the subject and object are overlap 
in reference. The intersection of the overlapping indices is not null. According 
to (16), me in (18c) is not free, which violates Binding Principle B. (17a) and 
(18d) are grammatical since Principle B is satisfied. In (18d) Principle B is 
irrelevant to the overlap indexing relation between the matrix subject and the 
embedded subject because the two pronouns we and I are not in the same local 
domain. 
2.7.2 Traces 
A trace is a phonetically null category left behind as a result of movement. 
Traces can be created by two kinds of movement, i.e. A-movement and A'-
movement. A-movement moves one category to an argument position, typically 
the specifier position of finite OV Passive sentences are cases of A-movement, 
where an NP moves to [Spec, JP]. A'-movement moves a constituent to a non-
argument position, typically the specifier position of CP. Wh-questions and 
relative clauses are instances of A'-movement, where a wh-constituent moves to 
[Spec, CP]. Traces resulting from A-movement and those from A'-movement 
are called NP-trace and wh-trace respectively. A'-movement is either done by 
substitution or by adjunction. Movement is subject to the Subjacency condition 
which prevents a moved item from crossing more than one barrier in one cycle of 
movement. It is natural to assume that every trace is coindexed with the moved 
element, a requirement in the case of A-binding since the trace bears the 9-role, 
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and in the case of A'-binding to account for the binding relation between the 
trace and its binder in the A'-position. In the latter case, the binder, which is the 
moved item, is called operator, and the trace, which is left by the moved item in 
the original position, is called variable. 
Empty elements must be identified, i.e. their phi-feature content (such as 
person, number, gender) must be recoverable from their syntactic surroundings 
(Harbert 1995: 223). To identify the index of a gap, we should first know 
whether it is a real gap in light of the Projection Principle, the Extended 
Projection Principle (EPP), the Government Theory, the Theta Theory, the Case 
Theory, etc. Second, we need to distinguish different kinds of empty categories 
by checking how they receive their indices in the sentence. Let us consider (19). 
(19) a. John was hit t 
b. Johrii was hit ti 
c. *Johrii was hit tj 问） 
d. What do you want t 
e. Whati do you want ti 
f. *Whati do you want tj (i^^) 
In these examples, the status of the empty category needs to be identified 
first, i.e. whether it is generated by movement or from the base. We may assume 
that a trace can be automatically identified by the relevant feature ofthe head of 
VP, JP or CP, e.g. the strong wh-feature, which requires the argument to move. 
Then the index of the moved item would be identical to that of its trace. The 
traces in (19b) and (19e) observe the ECP since they are head-governed and 
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theta-governed in the complement position of a verb, (19c) and (19f) are 
ungrammatical because the traces are not bound by their antecedents, which 
makes the sentence uninterpretable, 
2.7.2.1 TheECP 
The distribution of traces are subject to the Empty Category Principle (ECP). 
There are different versions of the ECP. In this thesis Rizzi's version is adopted 
as stated in (20) (Rizzi 1990). 
(20) A non-pronominal empty category must be both 
(i) properly head-governed (Formal Licensing) and 
(ii) theta-governed or antecedent-governed (Identification), 
where 
5 There are also external diagnostic tests to show the existence of traces. "Wanna 
contraction" is one of them as shown in (i) and (ii) (Radford 1988). 
(i) want + to — wanna 
(ii) a. Who do you want e to win 
b. *Who do you wanna to win 
The contrast between (iia) and (iib) shows that there is a wh-trace between want and 
to. James McCawley ^).c.) suggested another possible reasoning for the existence ofthe 
trace, that is, if the e in (iia) is not a position containing the trace of the wh-word who, 
there is not any other position available out of which the wh-word can move. 
6 It was argued that both wh- and NP-traces should be treated as anaphors (Honstein 
andWeinberg 1995:243). 
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(a) proper head-government is government by a head; 
(b) theta-government is government by a theta assignor; 
(c) antecedent-government is government by an antecedent. 
To meet with the requirement of the ECP, a trace must be either theta-
governed or antecedent-governed. Within the domain of VP, complement is 
theta-marked by the head V, since it is directly selected by V; subject is indirectly 
decided by the head V, since sometimes the combination of the head and the 
complement will determine the theta-role of the subject such as (21a) and (21b). 
(21) a. John [broke the window] (John = agent) 
b. John [broke his arm] (John = patient) 
Thus, the subject is of indirect theta-marking and the complement is of direct 
theta-marking (Cook 1996:171). The theta-government in the ECP is the 
government by a theta assignor which can directly theta-mark the governee. A 
head theta-governs a constituent if it both governs and theta-marks the 
constituent (Haegeman 1994:442). Obviously, the subject position can not be 
theta-governed by nature. The trace in the subject position can, therefore, only 
be antecedent-governed so as to meet the identification requirement in the ECP. 
Examples are given in (22) to show the ECP effect. 
(22) a. Whoi do you think [ ti will come]? 
b. * WhOi do you think [ that ti will come]? 
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c. Whati do you think [ John will buy ti ]? 
d. Whati do you think [ that John will buy ti]? 
As discussed above, the subject position trace can only be antecedent-
governed. The trace in the embedded subject position in (22b) can not be 
antecedent because of the overt complementizer that which is a barrier to the 
antecedent government between the wh-operator who and the trace, (22b) is 
therefore ungrammatical when the trace is neither theta-governed nor 
antecedent-governed, which violates the ECP. In (22d) the overt 
complementizer that does not cause the ECP violation since the trace in the 
embedded object position can be theta-governed by the verb buy. 
2.7.2.2. The Overt Trace 
Koopman and Sportiche (1986) suggest that a trace can be recovered by a 
lexical word in Vata as a last resort to save a sentence from violating the ECP, as 
shown in (23). 
(23) a. MO 0/*[e] nU mI la 
who he-R did it WH 
"Who did it?" 
b.alO n gugu na 0/*[e] nU mI la 
who you thought NA he-R did it WH 
"Who did you think did it?" 
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c. yI K6fi nU *0/[e] la 
what did WH 
"What did K6fi do? 
According to Koopman and Sportiche, there is no antecedent government 
from the sentence initial position in Vata because the COMP-position in Vata is 
clause final. In (23a) and (23b), the traces in the embedded subject positions can 
not be antecedent-governed by the wh-operator. The traces have to be spelled 
out as the resumptive pronoun 0 "he" to save the sentences from the violation of 
the ECP, for the ECP is only relevant to the empty category, but not relevant to 
the lexicalized item. In contrast to (23a) and (23b), the trace is never spelled out 
in the object position which is a theta-governed position, as is shown in (23c). 
At this moment, a question arises naturally: why is the trace in the subject 
position in English not spelled out to avoid the ECP violation? Koopman and 
Sportiche do not clarify this question. My suggestion would be that the trace 
will only be spelled out when it can not be antecedent-governed by any means. 
In English the subject trace can not be antecedent-governed when there is a 
barrier between the antecedent and the trace, as shown in (22b). In other words, 
there is a way to guarantee the antecedent government in English, that is, to 
delete the barrier, as shown in (22a). We assume that the situation in Chinese is 
the same as in English, that is，a trace in the subject position is possible to be 
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antecedent-governed. To unify the cases in Vata and in English or Chinese, we 
could stipulate (24) to account for the occurrence of the spelled-out trace. 
(24) Constraint ofthe Overt Trace 
A trace has to be spelled out when there is no case for it to be 
antecedent-governed in the subject position. 
2.7.3 PRO 
The Extended Projection Principle (EPP) requires that a clause must have a 
subject, even if the subject is not an argument, such as the pleonastic subjects 
like it and there in English. According to the EPP, there must be a subject in the 
subject position of the bracketed clause in (25). Since the subject is not an overt 
argument, we are led to posit a covert base-generated nominal element there. 
This null element is conventionally labeled as PRO. As shown in (25), which is 
based on Harbert (1995: 218), PRO is restricted in its distribution to the specifier 
position of an infinitive. ^ 
7 To account for (i), Chomsky (1981: 21) suggests that the phonological rule of 
''wanna contraction" is not applicable to PRO, since PRO is mainly relevant to the LF_ 
component. 
(i) a. the students want PRO to visit Paris 
b. the students wamia visit Paris 
But Radford (1997:154) gives a different analysis. He suggests that the reason why 
PRO in (i) does not block the "wanna contraction" is that as the subject of VP, PRO 
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(25) a. John tried [PRO to win；. 
b. *Mary hoped for [the president to appoint PRO . 
c. *I believe that [PRO will stay home]. 
d. Mary promised me [PRO to be home early]. 
e. John forced me [PRO to stay late]. 
f. [PRO to leave early] would be inexcusable. 
g. John doesn't know [how PRO to behave oneself at parties]. 
The occurrence of PRO is presumably universal by virtue of the EPP. 
Sometimes, PRO behaves like an anaphor in that it requires a local antecedent. 
Sometimes, PRO behaves more like a pronominal in that it does not have an 
antecedent within its clause. The examples ofPRO in the two cases are given in 
(26) and (27). 
should be lower than to, assuming to is the head of non-finite IP, as shown in (ii), so 
there is nothing between want and to in the case of (i) to block the ''wanna contraction". 
(ii) [jp [ito [VP PRO [v,visit Paris]]]] 
(ii) is different from the case in Footnote 5, where a wh-trace bans the "wanna 
contraction”’ as shown in (iii). 
(iii) WhOi do you want [jp ti [i to [vpti [v, win]]]]? 
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(26) a. John wants [PRO to win] 
b. John wants [himself to win: 
(27) a. [PRO to leave] would be a mistake. 
b. [For one to leave] would be a mistake. 
As Chomsky (1981: 191) notes, PRO appears to behave both like a 
pronominal and like an anaphor and for this reason it can be called a pronominal 
anaphor. As a pronominal anaphor, PRO must be both bound and free in its 
governing category. In order to avoid this contradiction, it cannot have a 
governing category. Thus PRO should only appear in an ungoverned position, 
i.e. [Spec, VP] of the infinitive clause. The referential property of PRO is 
determined by a separate theory of control. Larson (1991: 115) proposes that 
controllers are the closest c-commanding arguments at the relevant level. But 
there are also cases where no controller can be found and PRO keeps its 
arbitrary index, as shown in (25f). 
To sum up, PRO has the following characters which make it different from a 
trace: (i) It is ungoverned; (ii) Its antecedent has an independent 0-role; (iii) The 
antecedent-PRO relation is set up by the control theory and hence does not 
observe Subjacency; and (iv) PRO is assigned an arbitrary index, either the 
index of the matrix subject or that of the object under the theory of control. 
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2.7.4 pro 
pro is a covert pronoun marked with nominative case. It represents the 
understood subject of a finite clause (Radford 1997: 523). The pro-drop 
parameter refers to the ability of some languages to have null subjects (pro) in 
finite clauses. Modern English does not allow pro subject in finite clauses. But 
the so-called pro-drop or null subject languages do allow it. Italian and Spanish 
are such languages. Examples are given in (28)，which is taken from Hyams 
(1989: 215). 
(28) a. e vado al cinema stasera (Italian) 
b. e voy al cine esta noche (Spanish) 
(I) go to the movies tonight 
The EC designated by e in (28) is called pro since it is a pronominal element 
and acts much the same as the manner of an ordinary pronoun, having reference 
fixed by context or by some antecedent in an appropriate position. The 
structural relations of antecedent and pro are generally like those of antecedent 
and pronoun but unlike those of control (Chomsky 1995: 36). However, as 
Harbert (1995: 221) points out, pro does not share the distribution of overt 
pronouns. It is largely restricted to subject positions. The identification of pro 
is accomplished through coindexation with a sufficiently rich AGR. But empty 
categories can be found in other positions in other languages, for example, Hoji 
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(1985) claims that pro can occur in Japanese in any position in which an overt 
pronoun can occur. 
Since Rizzi (1986b), two conditions on pro have been generally accepted: 
Licensing condition, which constraints the distribution of pro, and Identification 
condition, which is applicable to referentiaL^argument pros, pro is licensed if 
Case-governed by a head belonging to a designated class of licensing heads, 
which can vary from language to language. In languages with pro-drop in 
subject position, JNFL is a licensing head. In Italian, V is also a licensing head, 
opening the way for pro in object positions (Harbet 1995: 225)， 
2.7.5 Summary 
Now we could summarize the characters of the procedure of indexing as 
follows: 
(29) (i) All non-trace categories, including base-generated empty categories, 
freely possess an index in the lexicon. 
(ii) A trace is assigned the same index as its antecedent, i.e. the moved 
item. 
(iii) The coindexation of one nominal category with other elements is 
checked by the binding principles. 
(iv) The coindexation which violates the binding principles will be 
precluded without being interpreted. 




Huang (1989: 192-193) notes several similarities of PRO and the Chinese 
pro\ (i) Both can be subject to control in certain environment, as shown in (30a); 
(ii) They both may have an arbitrary index, as shown in (30b); and (iii) They do 
not occur as an object, but they are similar to a variable bound by an empty 
discourse operator outside the sentence, as shown in (30c). Huang proposes that 
PRO and pro should be in fact the same entity and the identification requirement 
for pro and the control requirement holding of PRO should be reduced to a 
single principle - the Generalized Control Rule，which is stated in (31) and (32). 
(30) a. Zhang Sarii ku de \pro�hen shangxin] Q=i) 
Zhang San cry till very sad 
"Zhang San cry till he got very sad." 
b. Zhang Sarii shuo \prOj hen xihuan Lisi] (];^ i) 
Zhang San said very like Lisi 
"Zhang San said that he liked Lisi." 
c. Zhang San! shuo [Lisij hen xihuan eJ. (k^i, k^j) 
Zhang San say Lisi very like 
"Zhang San said that Lisi liked [him] very much." 
(31) General Control Rule (Huang 1989: 193; 1991: 57) 
Coindex an empty pronominal with the closest nominal element. An 
empty pronominal is controlled in its control domain (ifit has one). 
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(32) Control Domain (Huang 1989: 193) 
a is the control domain for p iff it is the minimal category that satisfies 
both (a) and (b). 
a. a is the lowest S or NP that contains (i) P, or (ii) the minimal 
maximal category containing P (henceforth, MMC(P)). 
b. a contains a SUBJECT accessible to P. 
The term SUBJECT in (31) includes (Chomsky 1981: 209-210): 
(33) (i) mFL (AGR) ofa finite clause; 
(ii) the subject of an infinitive; 
(iii) the subject of an NP; 
(iv) the subject of a small clause. 
To illustrate (33), the capitalized element is the SUBJECT in (34). 
(34) (i) John [mPL past AGR] win. 
(ii) he wants (very much) [for JOHN to win]. 
(iii) he believes [JOHN to be intelligent]. 
(iv) [JOHN's reading the book] surprised me. 
(v) he considers [JOHN intelligent]. 
The accessible SUBJECT is defined as in (35) (Haegeman 1994: 222). 
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(35) a is an accessible SUBJECT for p if the coindexation of a and P does 
not violate any grammatical principles. 
According to (32), a proy^RO (=p) has at most two potential control 
domains: the lowest NP/S containing P and the lowest NP/S containing the 
MMC(P). If both have an accessible SUBJECT, the lower one of them is 
uniquely defined as the control domain. If neither contains an accessible 
SUBJECT, then P does not have a control domain (Huang 1989: 194). 
There are two problems in Huang's GCR. First, Huang argues that pro in 
(30b) has arbitrary index. But if we compare (30b) and (25f), repeated as (36a) 
and (37) respectively, we may find that (36) is different from (37) in that PRO in 
(37) has arbitrary index because it has no control domain which contains an 
accessible SUBJECT. But pro in (36) has a control domain where the matrix 
subject is the accessible SUBJECT. If pro has a control domain, it should not 
have an arbitrary index. In other words, the grammatical indexation should be 
(36b), but not (36a). The indexation of (36a) can only be acceptable in certain 
context with the help of discourse. But the interpretation indicated in (36a) is 
beyond the scope of grammar and should not be accounted by grammar. 
(36) a. Zhang San! shuo {pro^ hen xihuan Lisi] 0^0 
b. Zhang San! shuo \pro�hen xihuan Lisi] Q=i) 
Zhang San said very like Lisi 
"Zhang San said that he liked Lisi." 
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(37) [PRO to leave early] would be inexcusable 
Second, as Ning (1993: 167) observes, the GCR does not constraint the semantic 
relation between the alleged pro and the nominal expression. But in fact not all 
NPs are the right contexts for a pro to be licensed even if there is an accessible 
SUBJECT in the control domain. In other words, the GCR, being a syntactic 
rule, needs fiirther semantic constraints. 
To summarize, the character of the general control in Chinese can be 
summarized as in (38). 
(38) (i) Control is only relevant to pro (including PRO). 
(ii) pro only appears in the subject position. 
(iii) Control is irrelevant to the null object assuming that the object EC 
is a variable. 
(iv) A control relation implies a binding relation, but a binding relation 
does not necessarily imply a control relation. 
(v) When the controller is an operator, the control is operator-control 
or A'-control (See 4.4 (14)). 
(vi) When the controller is an argument, the control is argument-control 
or A-control. 
2.9 Summary 
In this chapter, we have reviewed some important concepts on the basis of 
which this thesis is developed. The distinction between grammaticality and 
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acceptability enables us to see what extent a certain phenomenon is influenced by 
grammatical factors but not by factors of language processing. The X-bar 
Theory brings out what is common in the structure of phrases and sentences. 
The c-command relationship is fundamental to the government theory and 
binding theory which account for the licensing and identification of the lexical 
words and empty categories. Lexical words and empty categories are assigned 
the index under the theory of indexation. There are three kinds of empty 
categories: trace, PRO and pro. English and Chinese do not have the 
environment where a trace should be spelled out. The interpretation of PRO is 
regulated by the theory of control. PRO can be controlled by an object or a 
subject. PRO has an arbitrary index when it has no control domain, pro is 
licensed by licensing heads and identified by rich AGR. Huang (1989) proposes 
the General Control Rule (GCR) to accommodate both PRO and pro. But two 
problems are found about the GCR. I suggest that the controlled pro should not 
have an arbitrary index. Ning (1993) points it out that the GCR needs semantic 
constraints. In the next chapter, we will discuss the classification of topic 
structures. 
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Chapter 3 The Classification of Topic Structures 
In this chapter, we will discuss some important issues relating to the analysis 
of the topic structure. First, we will establish a definition to distinguish topic 
sentences from non-topic sentences. Second, we will distinguish the structure 
generated by movement, i.e. topicalization, from the structure which is base-
generated, i.e. left-dislocation. Third, we will examine how the characteristics of 
the topic relates to the generation of the structure. Finally, we will identify 
pseudo topics, i.e. those which appear the same as the real topics. The strategy of 
using resumptive pronouns is proposed in this chapter to test the difference 
between the structures which are generated by movement and those which are 
base-generated. 
3.1 The Definition 
The topic of a sentence can be semantically defined as the entity (person, 
thing, etc.) about which something is said，whereas the further statement made 
about this entity is the comment (Crystal 1991: 354). Huddleston (1967: 27) 
notes that the non-syntactic notion of topic is in fact an elusive one, since 
informants tend to differ very much in their judgments and it seems likely 
informants would judge the topic according to the context of the sentence in the 
larger discourse. For example, confusion occurs when different informants 
consider (1) an answer to different questions as in (2a) and (2b). The answer to 
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(2a) says something about Johi% while the answer to (2b) says something about 
ran away. 
(1) John ran away. 
(2) a. What did John do? 
b. Who ran away? 
This means that the topic in (1) may be either John or ran away. In order to 
avoid such confiision, the topic structure is defined in this thesis without much 
emphasis on discourse or pragmatic factors. 
Chomsky (1977: 91) proposed the following schema for the topic structure in 
English: 
(4) (i) S"— TOP S' 
(ii) S ' ^ COMP {S", S} 
Using the current conventional symbol, (4) can be restated as in (5). 
(5) (i) TP — topic CP 
(ii) CP ^ COMP {TP, JP} 
According to (5), topic strictly c-commands CP. COMP is the landing 
position for the operator moving out of the comment (See Section 4.2). The 
most obvious feature of (5) is the recursiveness. Chomsky (1977) also suggests 
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that both NPs and other preposed categories can be considered topic, as is shown 
in (6). 
(6) a. This book, I like. 
b. On Tuesday, I met Mary. 
c. Only when it rains we have to sweep the court. ^  
Brunson (1992) argues that the base-generated topic is generated as the 
specifier of TopP, a functional projection, but the derived topic moves to JP-
adjoined position. So the schema is shown in (7). 
(7) (a) TopP ^ topic ToP' 
ToP’~^ Top comment 
(b) JP — topic comment 
Though linguists differ from one another in the representation of the topic 
structure, we can still find one thing in common, viz., the leftmost category of the 
topic sentence is topic. I would like to propose (8) and (9) as the syntactic 
representation and the definition of the topic structure. 
1 Chomsky does not mention how to distinguish topic adverbial clauses from real 
adverbial clauses. It seems to me that we need some syntactic means to justify the 
distinction. Gasde and Paul (1996) also treat causal and conditional clauses as topic, but 
the same problem still remains. 
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( 8 ) [cp[xoppXP [jp ... Y P . . .]] 
(9) The topic sentence consists of two parts: topic XP and comment JP. The 
XP has the following characteristics: (i) discourse-related; (ii) sentence-initial; 
(iii) immediately dominated by a maximal projection. The XP can be NP, VP, JP, 
CP and temporal or locative non-subcategorized PP. The comment is EP which 
is strictly c-commanded by the head of TopP. The topic XP sets the semantic 
framework for the related YP in the comment. 
(10) and (11) are the examples in English and Chinese to illustrate (9). 
(10) a.. [NP An utter fool] she made me feel. 
b. [VP Break his bloody neck], I will. 
c. [ff He was a wonderful athlete], IVe heard? 
d. ？ [cpWhen he will come], I don't know. 
e. Probably he will come. 
f. Close the door immediately. 
g. A girl came in. 
(11) a.[NP Zhe ben shu],wo du guo le. 
this CL^ book I read ASP^ ASP 
"This book, I have read." 
2 The examples in (10) are taken from Jin (1991). 
3 CL stands for the Classifier. 
4 ASP stands for Aspect Markers. 
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b. [VP Xie wenzhang], bushao ren buhui. 
write article not few people incapable 
"As for writing articles, many people are not capable of doing it." 
c. [jp Ta xiang wan qu], wo jianjue fandui. 
he intend late go I strongly oppose 
"He intended to be late, but I strongly oppose that." 
d. [CP Ta sheme shihou lai], wo bu zhidao? 
he what time come I not know 
"I don't know when he will come." 
e. Yexu ta hui lai. 
Probably he will come. 
"Probably he will come." 
f. Mashang guan men 
at once close door 
"Close the door at once." 
g. Yige gunian jinlai le. 
A girl came in ASP 
"A girl came in." 
5 I assume that the structure is CP when it contains a wh-word, for it is generally 
assumed that a wh-word will move into [Spec, CP] in LF. 
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According to (8), the bracketed item in (10) and (11) can be considered 
topics, but probahly in (lOe) and yexu "probably" in (l le) are not the major 
categories included in (8), so they are not topics. The sentence-initial phrases in 
(lOf-g) and in (llf-g) are not followed by IP, so they are not topics, either. 
From (10) and (11) we can see that English and Chinese are quite similar in terms 
of the categories which can function as topics. In the following sections, I will 
show that topic structures differ from each other in that they belong to different 
subtypes, so they should be generated via different mechanisms. 
3.2 Topicalized Topics and Left-Dislocated Topics 
In the literature, the term topicalization often means that an NP is moved or 
topicalized out of the gap position in the comment to the topic position. The 
topic position can be the specifier position or the adjunction position of the 
maximal projection. The adjunction position is different from the adjunct 
position in that the former is adjoined to the maximal projection, but the latter is 
adjoined to the X'-node. In English, the construction which contains the 
argument topic is considered the case of topicalization, such as the sentence in 
(13) and (14). 
(13) JohniIliketi. 
(14) I believe that Johni, you should like ti. 
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The term topicalization is used in broad sense in this thesis. It refers to all the 
categories which are moved to the topic position, including the phrases other 
than NP. Besides, as discussed in Section 2.7, a trace can not be lexicalized if it 
is possible to be governed. In other words, a gap is a real gap if it is filled by a 
trace. The real gap can not be lexicalized if it is possible to be governed. 
Therefore, if a governed gap can be realized by a lexical word, the gap is not a 
real gap, but a covert pronominal or a variable (See Section 5.1 for more 
discussion about the identification of a gap.). 
Left dislocation refers to the topic structure where the topic can not be 
analyzed as a moved category, namely, the topic does not bind a corresponding 
gap or trace position in the comment. 
In English, left-dislocation is usually introduced by a prepositional phrase, e.g. 
as for, speaking of, as to. Similar markers are also used in Chinese to introduce 
left-dislocation, such as zhiyu "as to", shuodao "speaking of' and so on. There 
are three kinds of "as for" topics: generic, coreferential and relational. The 
examples in English and Chinese are shown in (15)-(17) respectively. 
(15) (Generic) 
a. As for fruit, I like oranges. 
b. (zhiyu) shuiguo, wo xihuanjuzi. 
as for fruit I like orange 
"As for fmit, I like oranges." 
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(16) (Coreferential) 
a. As for John, I like him. 
b. (Zhiyu) Zhang San, wo xihuan ta. 
as for Zhang San I like him 
"As for Zhang San, I like him." 
(17) (Relational) 
a. As for that fire, it's fortunate that the fire men came early. 
b. (Zhiyu) nachang huo, xingkui xiaofangdui lai de kuai. 
as for that fire fortunate firemen come MM^quick 
"As for that fire, fortunately the fire men came quickly.“ 
The left-dislocation is called bare left-dislocation when the topic is not 
introduced by any other categories, as shown in (18). 
(18) a. John, I like him. 
b. Zhang San, wo xihuan ta. 
Zhang San I like him 
"Zhang San, I like him." 
3.3 Pure Topics and Contrastive Topics 
Gasde (1998b: 53) suggests there exists three types of topics in Chinese: pure 
topics, focus topics and contrastive topics. Pure topic is the DP which is neither 
^ MM stands for the Modifier Marker. 
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prominent in a pragmatic sense nor used contrastively. Focus topic is the DP 
which carries a contrastive focus feature, whereas the rest of the sentence is 
background. Contrastive topic is the clause-initial DP which contrast with a 
similar category in another coordinate clause7 (19)-(21) are the examples. 
(19) [DP zhe ge xiaohair]i, wo XffiUAN Ci 
this CL child I like 
"This child (Pure Topic), I like." 
(20) [DP ZHE ge xiaohair]i, wo xihuan Ci 
this CL child I like 
"This child (Focus Topic), I like." 
(21) [ o p Z H E ge xiaohair]i, wo XMUAN Ci, er NA ge xiaohair wo 
this CL child I like but na CL child I 
TAOYAN. 
dislike 
"This child (Contrastive Topic), I like, but that child (Contrastive Topic), I 
dislike." 
Gasde is correct in that he notices the difference between the pure topic and 
the contrastive topic, but the criteria that he uses to identify (19)-(21) are not 
syntactic ones. In (19) and (20) the difference is made by stress, a phonological 
7 Li this thesis, DP and NP are treated alike. 
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factor. In (21), he uses a pragmatic method to provide one more sentence 
thereby creating a context to interpret the topic in a particular way. His 
conclusion is that pure topic structures and focus topic structures are base-
generated, but contrastive topic structures are cases of topicalization. But this 
conclusion is purely theory-internal because there is no empirical evidence to 
show why there exists such distinctions. The only motivation for Gasde's 
suggestion is to account for the observed stress difference and pragmatic 
difference. However, it is well known that non-syntactic analysis of the sentence 
structure would easily lead to discrepancies because the pragmatic variables are 
usually difficult to control. I choose to judge the nature of topics from a 
syntactic perspective and my strategy is to make use of resumptive pronouns as 
diagnostic tests, considering that a resumptive pronoun is only used in the 
structure where A'-movement is barred. ^ 
My arguments are as follows: (i) The syntactic analysis should only be based 
on the syntactic phenomena; (ii) There is syntactic difference between specific 
and non-specific topics, but not pure topics and contrastive topic; and (iii) The 
difference can be tested by the resumptive strategy. Following these lines of 
thinking, we would not consider (19)-(21) to be well-conceived examples to 
show the difference among the topic structures. I will show that more 
convincing examples are found in (22) and (23). 
8 Resumptive, including resumptive pronouns and epithet, refers to an element or 
structure which repeats or in some way recapitulates the meaning of a prior element 
(Crystal 1991: 300). Li this thesis, I do not distinguish the resumptive pronoun from the 
other resumptive elements. See Chapter 7 for more discussion about the resumptive 
pronoun. 
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(22) Goui, Xiaoming qunian diyici jian dao ti/*tai 
dog Xiaoming last year first-time see ASP it 
"As for a dog, Xiaoming saw it for the first time last year." 
(23) Na tiao g0Ui, Xiaoming qunian diyici jian dao e/tai 
that CL dog Xiaoming last year first-time see ASP it 
"As for that dog, Xiaoming saw it for the first time last year." 
In (22) gou is used in generic and indefinite sense and the resumptive pronoun 
ta is not allowed. This means that (22) is generated by movement, i.e. the empty 
category in the comment is a trace. In (23), natiao gou is used in specific sense 
and the resumptive pronoun is allowed. This means that (23) is base-generated, 
i.e. the empty category in the comment is a covert resumptive pronoun. 
However, both topics in (22) and (23) can be possibly considered pure topics or 
contrastive topics depending on whether they receive any contrastive stress and 
the context in which the sentences are used, as is shown in (24) and (25). 
(24) Goui, Xiaoming qunian diyici jian dao ti/tai*, laohuj Xiaoming hai 
dog Xiaoming last year first-time see ASP it tiger Xiaoming ye 
meijian guo tj/taj*. 
not see ASP it 
"As for a dog, Xiaoming saw it for the first time last year, but as for a 
tiger, Xiao has not seen it yet." 
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(25) Na tiao goUi, Xiaoming qunian diyici jian dao Ci/tai, Zhe tiao gouj, 
that CL dog Xiaoming last year first-time see ASP it this CL dog 
Xiaoming qiannian jiu jian guo ej/taj 
Xiaoming two years ago already see ASP it 
"As for that dog, Xiaoming saw it for the first time last year, but as for 
this dog, Xiaoming saw it two years." 
In other words, whether the topics in (22) and (23) can be pure topics or 
contrastive topics only depends on non-syntactic factors. What really makes the 
topics have different properties is whether they are specific or non-specific. 
Non-specific topic structures are generated by topicalization since it does not 
allow the existence of the resumptive pronoun, as is shown in (22). Specific 
topic structures are base-generated since it can accommodate the resumptive 
pronoun, as is shown in (23). In other words, if the gap in the comment cannot 
be lexicalized, it is filled by a trace, i.e. the sentence is generated by A'-
movement. Otherwise, the gap does not contain a trace, i.e. the sentence is base-
generated and irrelevant to A'-movement. Two more examples are given in (26) 
and (27) to show this point.^ 
(26) Jingchai， Xiaoming jian guo ti/*tamen 
policemen Xiaoming see ASP them 
"As for policemen, Xiaoming has seen them." 
9 It seems that English resumptive pronouns behave differently from Chinese 
resumptive pronouns if we compare the Chinese examples with the English glosses. 
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(27) Naxie Jingchai, Xiaoming jian guo ti/tamen. 
those policemen Xiaoming see ASP them 
"As for that policeman, Xiaoming has seen him." 
3.4 The Topic PP 
Brunson (1992) suggests another type of topic structure，where the topic is a 
temporal or locative prepositional phrase/� In some sense we may take this 
structure as a subtype of left-dislocation if we assume there is no gap in the 
comment. The structure with the topic PP is shown in (28). 
(28) On Tuesday, I met Mary. 
Brunson (1992b: 12) distinguishes the Topic PP from an adverbial PP by 
defining the former as clause initial PPs that are frequently temporal or locative 
modifiers. However, Quirk (1972: 334) argues that a comma cannot be inserted 
between the adverbial prepositional phrase and the subject, as shown in (30c). 
Following Quirk, we may say that into the room is subcategorized by the verb 
strode, so it can not be the topic separated from the comment clause by a pause 
or a comma. The contrast is shown between (29) and (30). 
(29) a. I saw him again on Friday, 
b. On Friday, I saw him again. 
1° Bmnson does not give her comments on adverbial clauses. 
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(30) a. He strode into the room. 
b. Into the room he strode. 
c. *Into the room, he strode. 
Similar cases can be found in Chinese, as shown in (31) and (32). 
(31) a. Wo zai zhouwu jiandao le Zhang San.” 
I on Friday see ASP Zhang San 
"I saw Zhang San on Friday." 
b. Zai zhouwu, wo jiando le Zhang San 
on Friday I see ASP Zhang San 
"On Friday, I saw Zhang San." 
(32) a. Shiwen ying baochi zai ershisi du. 
room temperature should keep at 24 degree 
"The temperature in the room should be kept at 24 degree." 
b. *Zai ershisi du shiwen ying baochi 
at 24 degree room temperature should keep 
*"At 24 degree, the temperature in the room should be kept." 
c. *Zai ershisi du, shiwen ying baochi 
11 Jn Chinese, the temporal adverbial appears pre-verbally as Chinese is a head-final 
language in some sense. 
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A contrast similar to the one between (30b) and (30c) can also be found in 
Chinese as is shown in (33) and (34) (See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion 
about the topic PP). 
(33) a. Ta zai zuozi shang fang le jiben shu. 
he on table LP^^  put ASP some book 
"He put some books on the table." 
b. Zai zuozi shang ta fang le jiben shu. 
c. ?*Zai zuo shang, ta fang le jiben shu. 
(34) a. Ta zai zuozi shang kandao le jiben shu. 
he on table LP see ASP some book 
"He saw some books on the table." 
b. Zai zuozi shang ta kandao le jiben shu. 
c. Zai zuo shang, ta kandao le jiben shu. 
The verb fang "put" in (33) subcategorizes for a prepositionaVpostpositional 
phrase, but kan in (34) does not. This accounts for the different grammaticality 
between (33c) and (34c)，assuming only the non-subcategorized PP can function 
as a topic. 
12 LP stands for Locative Particles. 
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Shi (1998) notes another difference between the topic PP and the sentence 
adverbial, that is, a topic PP should be definite, but the sentence adverbial can be 
indefinite. For example, 
(35) Zai na ge hanleng de zaoshang, Zhang Sanjiandao le Mali 
in that CL cold DE morning Zhang San see ASP Mary 
"In that cold morning, Zhang San saw Mary." 
(36) Zaiyi gehanleng de zaoshang,ZhangSanjiandaole Mali 
in one CL cold DE morning Zhang San see ASP Mary 
"In one cold morning, Zhang San saw Mary.“ 
To sum up, the topic PP should be definite and a non-subcategorized 
adverbial. 
3.5 Covert Passive Structures r 
The term Covert Passive Structure refers to the passive sentence which has no 
overt marker ofpassive voice. English always uses overt marker ofpassive voice, 
i.e. the auxiliary verb be and a past participle. In English, the passive sentence is 
different from the active sentence in form. The subject ofthe passive sentence is， 
therefore, distinctive from the topic. On the contrary, the marker ofpassive voice 
such as Bei in Chinese is often covert in the passive sentence and the passive 
sentence often shares the same surface form with the active sentence. The 
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subject of the passive sentence is easy to be mistaken as the topic. For example, 
Hu (1996) treats (37) and (38) alike and builds his analysis upon them. 
(37) Jii, wo chi le ti 
chicken I eat ASP 
"The chicken, IVe eaten (it).” 
(38) Huai hci, women yiding yao xiu haoti 
Huai river we must want build good 
"Huai River, we must put (it) in good condition." 
But (37) and (38) are in fact different, that is, in (37) the gap position is taken 
by a trace but in (32) it is taken by a covert resumptive pronoun which can be 
lexicalized. The difference is shown in (39) and (40). 
(39) Jii, wo chi le ti/*tai 
chicken I eat ASP it 
"The chicken, IVe eaten (it)." 
(40) Huai hCi, women yiding yao xiu hao Ci/tai 
Huai river we must want build good it 
"Huai River, we must put (it) in good condition." 
An analysis of the topic structure might have no solid foundation if the 
difference between (39) and (40) is ignored. Here I would like to draw attention 
to the passive expression in the form of the topic structure. 
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Consider (41). 
(41) a. Jii, wo chi le ti/*tai 
chicken I eat ASP it 
"The chicken, IVe eaten (it).” 
b. Jii, bei wo chi le ti/*tai 
chicken BEI^ ^ I eat ASP it 
"The chicken was eaten by me." 
Li and Thompson (1981: 498) notice that BEI can be optionally used in some 
contexts to express what the implication of the English passive sentences 
possess. There is no difference in truth value between (41a) and (41b). In other 
words, (41b) can be expressed in the form of (41a). This can explain why the 
resumptive pronoun is barred in (41), for the gap is a real gap created by the 
passive movement. (40) can not be analysed as a passive sentence, as is shown in 
(42). 
(42) *Huai hci bei women yiding yao xiu hao Ci/tai 
Huai river BEI we must want build good it 
"7*Huai River must be put in good condition by us." 
13 BEI is the marker to indicate the adversity or disposal. A BEI construction is similar 
to the passive construction in English. 
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In other words, the covert passive structure should not be treated as a normal 
topic structure. The sentences in (43)-(45) are often treated as topic structures. 
However, there are two reasons to reject them as topic structures, (i) They are 
not left-dislocation since the gap in the comment is a trace which can not be 
realized by a resumptive pronoun, (ii) They are not topicalization, i.e. they are 
not generated by A'-movement, but generated by A-movement as the structure 
of passivization. 
(43) a. Juzii, wo bo le ti/*tapii. 
orange I peel ASP it peel 
"The orange, I've peelled it." 
b. Juzii bei wo bo le ti/*ta pii. 
orange BEI I peel ASP it peel 
"The orange, I've peelled it." 
(44) a. PingguOi, wo chi le san ge ti/*tameni 
apple I eat ASP three CL them 
"Those apples, IVe eaten three of them." 
b. PingguOi bei wo chi le san ge ti/*tameni 
apple BEI I eat ASP three CL them 
"Three of those apples have been eaten by me." 
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(45) a. [Mali ji lai de baoguo]i, Zhang San shoudao le ti/*tai 
Mary send come DE parcel Zhang San receive ASP it 
"The parcel sent by Mary, Zhang San has received it." 
b. [Mali ji lai de baoguo]i bei Zhang San shoudao le ti/*tai 
Mary send come DE parcel BEI Zhang San receive ASP it 
"The parcel sent by Mary was received by Zhang San." 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, a syntactic definition of the topic structure is established to 
avoid the confiision caused by the semantic definition. The topic structures are 
classified into different subtypes according to the different characters of the 
topic, since different topic structures should not be treated alike. The strategy of 
using the resumptive pronoun is offered to test whether the gap is filled by a 
trace or a covert pronominal according to the assumption that a trace can not be 
lexicalized when it is possible to be governed. In other words, when the gap can 
be recovered by the resumptive pronoun，it is not a real gap created by the 
syntactic movement. A topic sentence is the construction of topicalization when 
the comment contains a real gap. A topic sentence is the construction of left-
dislocation when there is no trace in the comment. Using the resumptive 
strategy, we may distinguish the structure of topicalization from the structure of 
left-dislocation. This distinction will serve to demonstrate our arguments in the 
following chapters that many so-called topicalized constructions are in fact the 
structures of left-dislocation, which are base-generated. The topic PP is 
considered to be base-generated and the sub-type of left-dislocation. Only the 
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non-subcategorized locative or temporal PP can function as topics. When the 
topic is generic and non-specific, the topic structure is generated by 
topicalization. When the topic is specific, the topic structure is base-generated. 
The phonological and pragmatic factors do not determine the pattern of sentence 
generation in question. 
In English, there is a clear distinction between the structure of topicalization 
and that of left-dislocation in terms of the existence of a trace in the comment, 
for whenever there is a gap, it is a real gap/^ In Chinese, the picture is not that 
clear-cut. Our analysis for this phenomenon is two-fold: (i) Chinese can have 
covert resumptive pronouns and (ii) some topic structures with a trace in the 
comment are actually passive construction by nature, since the passive marker 
BEI can be covert in some circumstances. If we define topicalization as the 
structure derived by A'-movement, the said passive sentences are not part of 
topicalization. To notice this point is important for us to understand why we 
have an illusion that most Chinese topic structures appear to be generated by 
movement. 
Chafe (1976) once called the structure of topicalization the English Style and 
the structure of left-dislocation the Chinese Style. Chafe's classification reveals 
the fact that movement is common in English, but not common in Chinese. In 
the following chapters, I would show that many topic structures that are 
previously analysed as topicalization should be systematically reanalyzed as left-
dislocation. 
14 The parasitic gap can be taken as traces (Haegeman 1994:478). 
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Chapter 4 Some Approaches on the Generation of the Topic Structure 
In this chapter we will review some approaches on the generation of the topic 
structure. Ross, (1967) analysis is the most influential one before Chomsky 
(1977) puts forward his wh-movement hypothesis. The spirit of Chomsky's 
analysis is favored by many linguists because it generalizes the common 
properties shared by such different structures as wh-questions, relative clauses, 
comparative sentences, cleft sentences, etc.. The first systematic analysis of the 
Chinese topic structure in formal syntax is given by Huang (1984) and developed 
in his susequent works (1987, 1989, 1991). Huang's analysis remains significant 
in the literature. Xu,s (1985, 1986，1994) arguments against Huang's analysis are 
very challenging in that he has drawn our attention to the peculiar properties of 
the Chinese topic structure. The approach ofBrunson (1992) is also introduced 
in this chapter because it produces new ideas to stipulate the maximal projection 
TopP. After reviewing all these representative approaches, we may see how 
different alternatives work with the topic structure. Our base-generation 
hypothesis will be set up with reference to the advantages and disadvantages in 
the approaches reviewed. 
4.1 Ross (1967) 
According to Ross, the structure like (1) is derived from a D-structure like 
(2) by the transformation called Topicalization, which adjoins the topicalized 
phrase to the left of the whole clause. 
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(1) This book, I really like. 
(2) [s I really [vp like [NP this book]]] 
Ross makes a distinction between chopping and copying rules. A chopping 
rule moves a constituent from position X to position Y without leaving any overt 
constituent behind in position Y. A copying rule moves a constituent from X to 
Y, and simultaneously inserts a pronoun in position Y which agrees with the 
moved constituent in person, number, gender, etc. To see the difference between 
the two types of rules, consider a D-stmcture like (3) (Radford 1981: 105, 254). 
(3) I can't stand John. 
By applying the chopping rule, we have (4). 
(4) John, [n> I can't stand —]. 
By applying the copying rule, we get (5). 
(5) John, [jp I can't stand him]. 
(4) seems to share the same D-structure with (5)，as shown in (3). However， 
some evidence shows that (4) is different from (5) by nature. In order to 
distinguish them, we call the structure in (4) Topicalization, where there is a gap 
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within JP, and the structure in (5) Left Dislocation where there is no gap within 
n>. 
In (6), a moved NP is assigned the case appropriate to the position it occupies 
in the D-structure, but the dislocated constituent has a fixed (=default) case --
objective in English, as is shown in (7) (Gundel 1988). Since movement in some 
sense preserves case-marking, it is therefore evident that DISLOCATION cannot 
involve movement (Radford 1988: 531). Therefore, the pronoun him in (5) is 
base-generated. 
(6) a. Who/*whom are you sure — would admire Noam Chomsky? 
b. WhoAVhom are you sure Nim Chimpsky would admire _？ 
(7) Me/*I, everyone knows I can't stand John. 
Greenberg (1984) notes that in colloquial speech the interjection man can 
occur after dislocated constituents，but not after topicalized constituent as shown 
in (8) (Radford 1988: 533). 
(8) a. Bill, man, I really hate him. 
b. *Bill, man, I really hate. 
In a word, Ross assumes that both topicalized NP and dislocated NP are 
moved NPs. But current studies in the generative syntax oppose the insertion of 
the new lexical item by transformation rules. Therefore, all cases of resumptive 
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pronouns can only be base-generated rather than transformationally inserted 
(Georgopoulos 1991: 3-5). 
4.2 Chomsky (1977) 
Chomsky suggests that the generation of the English topic structure is related 
to overt wh-movement by means of Topicalization. Basically, Chomsky's 
analysis has three assumptions: (i) The topic structure in English is generated by 
wh-movement. (ii) The gap in the comment clause is filled by a wh-trace. (iii) 
The relation between the topic and the comment is set up by predication. He 
motivated such an analysis by appealing to the fact that such constructions as 
questions and relative clauses, comparative sentences, and cleft sentences, which 
all share a number of important properties with those containing overt wh-
morphemes pvfewmeyer 1988: 164). Chomsky's approach can be illustrated as in 
(9) and (10). 
(9) (i) The topic NP is base-generated. 
(ii) The corresponding wh-word in the comment clause undergoes wh-
movement to adjoin to COMP as what happens to a wh-phrase in the generation 
of the wh-question. 
(iii) The moved wh-word becomes phonetically null after it is moved 
into COMP. 
(iv) The predication rule relates the comment to the topic. 
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(10) a. This book, I like 
b. [s"[Top This book]j [s"[s' I like whati ]]] 
4- Wh-movement 
c. [s"[iop This bookJj [s"whati [s.Iliketi]]] 
V Wh-deletion 
d. [s"[iop This book]j [s"t,i [s-1 like ti ]]' 
i Predication^ 
e. . [s"[TOP This book]j [s" t j [s, I like tj ]]] 
4.3 Brunson (1992) 
Brunson (1992) provides a uniform structural analysis of the topic structure in 
English. She argues that in a sentence there can be two possible sites for the 
topic to stand: (a) Base-generated topics occur as the specifier of a fiinctional 
projection, the Topic Phrase, (b) Derived topics are adjoined to EP. Her analysis 
can be demonstrated in (11). 
1 Chomsky (1977, 1982) proposes that a Rule of Predication applies in relative clauses， 
to coindex a resumptive pronoun and its binder (the head). The procedure of predication 
is described as follows: 
(i) [the man]i [whok John saw t J 
The rule of Predication identifies i and k, yielding the representation (ii): 















Her idea of the functional node TOP is adopted in this thesis to explain the 
properties of as for topics (See Section 6.3.3). 
4.4 Huang (1984，1987, 1989, 1991) 
Following the spirit of Chomsky (1977)，Huang (1984, 1987, 1989，1991) 
puts forward his analysis of the topic structure in Chinese. He believes that some 
Chinese topic sentences are also generated by wh-movement. The example is 
shown in (12). 
(12) [Zhe ben shu]i, wo xihuan ti. 
this CL book I like 
"This book, I like." 
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But Huang observes the apparent violation of Subjacency when the wh-
movement hypothesis is applied to the Chinese topic structure in (13a). The D-
structure of (13a) is given in (13b). 
(13) a. Zhang San, xie de shu bushao. 
^ 
Zhang San write DE book not few 
"The number of the books written by Zhang San is quite large." 
b. Zhang San!, [cp t'i [NP [n> ti xie tj de ] shuj ] bushao? 
In (13)，if movement is assumed, the subject NP of the relative clause has to 
cross two barriers, IP and NP, when it moves out of the Complex NP. The 
movement of the subject in the relative clause is therefore barred by Subjacency. 
Thus, the structure has to be generated without movement. Huang (1984) 
proposes the Generalized Control Rule (GCR) to account for the structure in 
(13) . He assumes that the empty subject is based-generated as a pronominal, 
then it is coindexed with the topic by the Generalized Control Rule, and 
2 Following other linguists (e.g. Ning 1993), De is taken to be the head of a DP in 
Chinese in this thesis. 
3 The object trace is due to the generation of the relative structure, which is not my 
concem here. 
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eventually it turns into a variable bound by an operator at A'-position. The 
General Control Rule (GCR) is stated as in (14). 
(14) Generalized Control Rule (Huang 1984: 557) 
Coindex an empty pronominal with the closest nominal element. 
(15) indicates how the GCR is applied. 
(15) a.ZhangSan,wozhidaoei xie ej de shuj hen duo 
Zhang San I know write DE book very many 
"Zhang San, I know the number of the books he wrote is large." 
b. Zhang Sarii, [cp OPi w o zhidao [cp ti [w [m> [正 ei xie ej ] de shuj ] hen 
duo]] 
According to Huang (p.c.), in (15b) the operator OP is base-generated in the 
Spec of the complement CP under know, where the operator controls the subject 
e in the complex NP, and then the operator moves up to the Spec of the matrix 
CP, leaving a trace U in the Spec of the complement CP. In the Spec of the 
matrix CP, the operator is coindexed with the base-generated topic under 
predication. 
To summarize, Huang's analysis has the following points: (a) The Chinese 
topic structure can be generated either by wh-movement or by the application of 
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the GCR. (b) A variable can be defined as either a wh-trace or a converted 
pronominal. 
4.5 Xu (1985, 1986,1994) 
Xu (1985, 1986，1994) holds a different view. He uses the examples in (16) 
to show that the empty categories in these sentences cannot be the result of 
syntactic wh-movement at all, so they are not wh-traces or variables. 
(16) a. Zhang Sani, [w tai shuo [w ni bu ken bangzhu e!]] 
Zhang San he say you not willing help 
"Zhang San, he said you were not willing to help him.“ 
b. Zhang Sarii, [n> tamen shuo [n> Qi cengjing yaoqiu bieren bangzhu Ci ]' 
Zhang San they say ever ask others help 
"Zhang San, they said (he) once asked other people to help (him)." 
c. Zhe ben shui [NP [w Ck duguo ei de] renJ bu shao 
this CL book read DE person not few 
"This book, the number of the people who have read it is large." 
d. Nei ge huayuarii, [n> women yijing zhongshang Ck le] 
that CL garden we already plant ASP 
"As for that garden, we have planted (something)." 
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If the empty categories in (16) are variables, a number of facts can be 
derived. Firstly (16a) would violate the Strong Crossover Condition which does 
not allow the topic, the resumptive pronoun and the wh-trace all to be 
coreferential. Secondly, (16b) violates the Bijection Principle and Binding 
Principle C because both gaps are A-bound and the object empty category is not 
A-free as a wh-trace but bound by the subject empty category. Thirdly, in (16c) 
the extraction of the object in the relative clause would violate Subjacency. 
Finally, in (16d) the topic and the empty object are not obligatorily coindexed, so 
there is no necessary operator-variable relationship between the topic and the 
empty object in the comment. Xu claims that the evidence presented above 
leads us inevitably to the conclusion that the topic structure in Chinese does not 
involve wh-movement and the empty category concerned is not a variable but a 
free empty category which does not exist in English. 
4.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we have reviewed some approaches to the generation of the 
topic structure. Ross’ analysis distinguishes topicalization from left-dislocation. 
Topicalization is the corresponding structure where the comment has a gap, but 
left-dislocation is the structure where the comment does not have a gap. At the 
same time, we realize that his copying rule is not in agreement with the 
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assumption held in current generative syntax which rule out the insertion of a 
new lexical item by transformational rules. According to Chomsky's analysis, the 
topic structure with a gap in the comment is generated by wh-movement. The 
comment is related to the topic via the predication relationship between the wh-
operator and the topic. Chomsky also assumes that the topic is based-generated 
in the topic position. Huang proposes that some topic structures in Chinese 
cannot be generated by wh-movement though he believes that movement 
analysis is valid to most Chinese topic structures. He proposes that the General 
Control Rule can account for those topic structures which are base-generated. 
Contrary to Huang, Xu provides us with convincing examples to show that the 
movement analysis does not work with many Chinese topic structures. Brunson 
suggests that the position of topic might be the specifier of a topic phrase, TopP, 
but not the specifier of CP. She makes us notice the existence of TOP, the head 
of TopP. Keeping all these assumptions in mind, we will focus on the base-
generation approach in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 The Base-Generation Approach^ 
This chapter will discuss why we the base-generation approach is feasible. 
The resumptive pronoun is shown to be a reliable test to distinguish a real gap 
from a pseudo gap. The former is assumed to be filled with a trace and the latter 
a covert base-generated category. It will be illustrated that movement is in fact 
irrelevant to many topic sentences which are previously thought to be generated 
by movement in the literature. This chapter also discusses the status of the 
empty category in the comment. By showing that there is a distinction between 
PRO and pro in Chinese, I will argue that there is no need to establish the free 
empty category which is suggested in Xu (1986) and that the gap in the comment 
is the member of the inventory of emty categories defined in Chomsky (1981). 
The functional definition of variable is stressed to highlight the point that a 
variable can be base-generated. 
5.1 The Identification of the Gap in the Comment 
In this section, we will discuss how to identify the status of a gap in the 
comment. Shyu (1995: 187) suggests that if an EC inside an island can be 
1 Li this thesis, I will use the term Topic XP to refer to the topic which is assumed to be 
based-generated, and the term Topicalized XP to refer to the topic which is assumed to 
be generated by movement. 
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identified with a base-generated major subject or NP, it is a pro and that when an 
EC is related to a directly moved topic, it is a trace t. According to her 
suggestion, when identifying an EC, we should first know what status of the 
phrase to which the EC is related. But to me，without knowing the status of an 
EC we could not identify the status of the phrase with which the EC is identified. 
For example, we should first know whether the EC is a trace, then we could say 
whether the phrase the EC concerned is a moved phrase or not. 
Consider (1). 
(1) a. *I believe that this book, you should read it. 
b. I believe that this book, you should read t. 
The ungrammaticality of (la) shows that the object EC in (lb) is a trace since 
it cannot be recovered by a resumptive pronoun it. In (2a)，the object EC is not 
a trace since it can be recovered by a resumptive pronoun ta in (2b). This 
resumptive pronoun is not the spelled-out trace but a pure base-generated 
resumptive pronoun, as we have concluded in Section 2.7 that there is no 
spelled-out trace in English and Chinese. 
(2) a. Zhe ge ren, wo xihuan e 
this CL person I like 
"This person, I like." 
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b. Zhe ge ren, wo xihuan ta 
this CL person I like him 
"This person, I like him." 
The difference between (1) and (2) shows that the gap in the English topic 
structure is a trace, but the gap in the Chinese topic structure can be a covert 
resumptive pronoun. 
Shi (1992: 108) uses the same strategy of resumptive pronoun to show that 
the object EC in (3a) is not a trace. He therefore rejects (3a), which is given by 
Xu and Langendoen (1985), as an example to argue against the movement 
analysis of the Chinese topic structure. Shi's argument is that since the object EC 
can be recovered by a resumptive pronoun ta, it is not a trace but a covert 
resumptive pronoun. Movement is, therefore, not relevant to (3a) and 
Subjacency is not relevant to (3a), either. 
(3) a. [Zhe ge wenti]i, wo mei yudao guo neng huida Ci de ren 
this CL question I not meet ASP capable answer DE person 
"This question, I did not meet with the person who can answer (it)." 
b. [Zhe ge wenti]i, wo mei yudao guo neng huida ta de ren 
this CL question I not meet ASP capable answer it DE person 
"This question, I did not meet with the person who can answer it". 
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But Shi seems to contradict himselfby arguing that (4) is derived from (5) by 
moving neichang huo "that fire" from the subject position of the missing but 
understood main clause. 
(4) Neichang huo, xingkui xiaofangdui lai de zao. 
that fire fortunate firemen come DE early 
"That fire, fortunately the firemen came early." 
(5) Neichang huo, xingkui xiaofangdui lai de zao, e/ta cai mei 
that fire fortunate firemen come DE early it consequently not 
zaocheng sunshi. 
cause damage 
"That fire, thanks to the early arrival of the firemen, did not cause damage." 
Since the subject EC in the missing clause can be recovered by ta, it can be 
covert resumptive pronoun but not necessarily a trace. 
5.2 Subjacency Effect or Control Failure? 
It is impossible for a base-generated topic to occur in the embedded clause in 
English (Lasnik and Satio 1992). This can be evidenced in (6a). (6b) contains a 
topicalized topic. The contrast in (6a) and (6b) is important to the two-way-
generation hypothesis, i.e. topicalization and left-dislocation are both possible 
mechanisms to generate different topic structures. 
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(6) a. *I believe that this book, you should read it. 
b. I believe that this book, you should read t. 
(7) a. John, I like. 
b. John, I like him. 
The key argument to take (7a) as the result of wh-movement is to display that 
in the comment there is a gap which is filled by a trace. If the comment contains 
such a trace, the trace cannot be replaced by an overt resumptive pronoun. 
However, since (7b) is grammatical, we could not say the gap in (7a) is filled by 
a trace but not a covert pronominal. As Jeffrey Lidz (p.c.) observes, (7a) is not 
a good example to show the necessity of wh-movement analysis of the topic 
structure, since there is the possibility to analyze (7a) as a base-generated 
structure. 
Shi (1992: 119) agrees that two distinct processes of topicalization exist in 
Chinese, one involving movement and the other concerning base generation. As 
many other linguists, Shi also assumes that most Chinese topic structures are 
generated via A'-movement. To justify such assumption，we should find cases 
where only a trace is allowed but a base-generated resumptive pronoun is barred. 
Moreover, those cases should be expected to cover a large portion of Chinese 
topic structures. Otherwise , we should not say that Chinese topic structures are 
in general generated by movement. 
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The examples in (8a)-(12a) are classical examples to demonstrate the 
Subjacency effect and to support the movement analysis. In other words, the 
ungrammaticality of (8a)-(12a) is thought to be attributed to the violation of 
Subjacency, the movement constraint. 
(8) a. *Lisii, wo hen xihuan [Np[n> ti changge] de shengyin] 
Lisi I very like sing DE voice 
"Lisi, I like the voice with which (he) sings." (Huang 1987) 
b. Lisii, wo hen xihuan [Np[n> tai changge] de shengyin] 
Lisi I very like he sing DE voice 
"Lisi, I like the voice with which he sings." 
(9) a. *Zhang Sarii, wo mai le yixie [NP[ff ti xihuan] de shu]] 
Zhang San I buy ASP some like DE book 
"Zhang San, I bought some books (he) likes." (Liu 1986) 
b. Zhang Sarii, wo mai le yixie [NP[DP tai xihuan] de shu]] 
Zhang San I buy ASP some he like DE book 
"Zhang San, I bought some books (he) likes." 
(10) a.*ZhangSani,wo kan guo [Np[n> ti mai] de shu]] 
Zhang San I read ASP buy DE book 
"Zhang San, IVe read the book (he) bought." (Tang 1990) 
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b. Zhang Sarii, wo kan guo [>jp[n> tai mai] de shu]: 
Zhang San I read ASP he buy DE book 
"Zhang San, IVe read the book (he) bought." 
(11) a. *Nage xueshengi, wo renshi [NP[n>jiao guo ti] de laoshi]] 
that student I know teach ASP DE teacher 
"That student, I know the teacher who taught (him)." (Qu 1994) 
b.Na ge xueshengi, wo renshi[NP[ipjiao guo tai] de laoshi]' 
that CL student I know teach ASP him DE teacher 
"That student, I know the teacher who taught (him).” 
(12) a. *Zhang Sani, wo renshi [^[jp da ti] de ren]] 
Zhang San I know beat DE person 
"Zhang San, I know the person who beat (him)." (Tang 1990) 
b. Zhang San!, wo renshi [NP[n> da tai] de ren]] 
Zhang San I know beat him DE person 
"Zhang San, I know the person who beat (him)." 
There are two reasons to argue against the movement analysis of (8a)-(12a). 
Firstly, the Subjacency account can't explain the asymmetry between (13) and 
(14). The ECs under concern are both in the complex NP except that the 
complex NP is object in (13), but a subject in (14). 
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(13) *Zhang San, wo zhidao [NP [cp e changge de] dongji] 
Zhang San I know sing DE motivation 
"I know (his) motivation to sing." 
(14) Zhang San, wo zhidao [NP[CP e changge de] dongji] shi chufengtou: 
Zhang San I know sing ASP motivation is show off 
"I know that his motivation to sing is to show off" 
Secondly, we have concluded that English and Chinese do not have a spelled-out 
trace. Since the gaps in (8a)-(lOa) can be realized by resumptive pronouns, as 
shown in (8b)-(lOb), the gaps in (8a)-(lOa) are not real gaps which are filled by 
traces. The same analysis can be applied to (11) and (12). The gaps in (l la) and 
(12a) are not real gaps since they can also be lexicalized by resumptive pronouns, 
as shown in (llb) and (12b). Therefore, we may assume that the examples in 
(8)-(12) are not generated by movement because the gaps are not filled with 
traces. 
Considering that the movement analysis is not convincing because of the two 
problems stated above, I would like to offer a non-movement analysis by 
suggesting that the reason for (8a)-(12a) to be ungrammatical is that the 
complex NP prohibits A-control. Consider (15) and (16). 
(15) *wo zhidao [仰[cp e changge de] dongji] 
I know sing DE motivation 
"I know (someone's) motivation to sing." 
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(16) *wozhidao[Np[cpechangge de] dongji] shichufengtou: 
I know sing ASP motivation is show off 
"I know that the motivation for (someone) to sing is to show off." 
The matrix subject can't control the embedded subject EC in (15) and (16) 
because the complex NP is a barrier. Thus, the empty categories in the embedded 
clauses in (15) and (16) cannot be identified. But the complex NP is not the 
barrier for operator-control. According to what we have discussed in Section 
2.8, the subject EC in (17) has two potential control domains CP2 and JP. The 
lower domain CP2 should be defined as the control domain. We could assume 
that the SUBJECT is the base-generated operator OP which takes the specifier of 
CP. The subject EC in (14) is therefore controlled by the base-generated 
operator OP, as is shown in (17) (See 4.4(12)). 
(17) Zhang Sani, [cp3 OPi [w wo zhidao [cp2 ti [NP [cpi ei changge de] dongji] 
shi chufengtou]] 
(18) shows that the topic cannot directly A'-bind the embedded empty subject, 
since the empty subject can only be controlled by the closest subject under the 
control rule. In (18), the matrix subject can't control the empty subject because 
of the barrierhood of the complex NP. 
(18)*ZhangSan, wo zhidao [>jp [cp e changge de] dongji] 
Zhang San I know sing DE motivation 
"I know Zhang San's motivation to sing." 
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In Section 2.8, we have concluded that control is only relevant to empty 
subject, i.e. pro in the subject position. The ungrammaticality of ( l la) and (12a) 
is therefore irrelevant to control since the empty categories concerned are 
objects. I will show in Chapter 7 that the ungrammaticality of (1 la) and (12a) is 
due to the binding competition. 
So far, we have seen that (8a)-(12a) are not cases of topicalization but cases 
of left-dislocation. The movement analysis of (8a)-(12a) can be severely 
challenged by the base-generation analysis. 
5.3 Free Empty Categories 
In Section 5.2, we have found that in many cases the empty category in the 
comment is not a trace but a base-generated resumptive pronoun. What we are 
concerned about in this section is the syntactic status of the base-generated 
empty category in the comment. 
As discussed in Sections 2.7.3 and 2.7.4, there are only two kinds of base-
generated empty categories in the principle-parameter theory. They are PRO and 
pro. But Xu (1985，1986, 1994) insists that the empty category in Chinese 
should be a free empty category which falls outside the theory of the empty 
category. 
There are two key issues for Xu's claim. First, to say the subject EC is a free 
empty category means that it is not controlled, for if it is controlled, it would be 
a pro or PRO. Second, to say the object EC is a free empty category means that 
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it is neither a variable nor a pro. Xu (1994:325) provides (19) and (20) to 
illustrate the first issue. 
(19) Zhang Sarii jueding [ci/j bu chouyan: 
Zhang San decide not smoke 
• 
"Zhang San decided not to smoke." 
(20) Zhang San! zhuzhang [Ci/j bu chouyan] 
Zhang San propose not smoke 
"Zhang San proposes that (he) should not smoke." 
Xu claims that the subject EC can refer to somebody other than the matrix 
subject Zhang San. For example, in the context where Zhang San is the employer 
and he makes a decision that the employees must not smoke. If Xu is correct, 
(21a-b) should be grammatical where the subject EC is provided with a topic to 
refer to, but in fact only (21c) is grammatical where the subject EC appears as 
pro in a finite complement clause since the complement clause contains a modal 
verb huneng''rmsX not". What we hold here is Huang's (1989) assumption that a 
modal verb can only appear in a finite clause. 
(21) a. *Naxie guyuanj, Zhang Sani jueding [ej bu chouyan] 
those employees Zhang San decide not smoke 
"As for those employees，Zhang San decided that (they) must not 
smoke." 
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b. *Naxie guyuanj, Zhang Sani zhuzhang [ej bu chouyan: 
those employees Zhang San propose not smoke 
"As for those employees, Zhang San proposes that (they) must 
no smoke." 
c. Naxie guyuanj, Zhang San! jueding [ej buneng chouyan: 
those employees Zhang San decide must not smoke 
"As for those employees, Zhang San decided that (they) must not 
smoke." 
(21) shows that the subject Ecs in (19) and (20) must be controlled by the 
matrix subject, though (20) is rather odd because the verb zhuzhang "propose" is 
perhaps not a control verb. In other words, the subject EC is PRO in (19) and 
(20), but pro in (21c). 
In Section 2.7.3, we have concluded that PRO only appears in the infinitive 
clause. (22) is given by Huang to demonstrate that Chinese has the infinitive 
clause. Huang assumes that zhunbei "prepare" is a serial verb which is followed 
by an infinitive clause where the modal verb is barred. 
(22) *Wo zhunbei [e mingtian hui lai] 
I prepare tomorrow will come 
"I prepare to come tomorrow." 
To deny the possibility of the existence of PRO, Xu gives (23) to challenge 
Huang's example in (22). Xu argues that the ungrammaticality of (22) is due to 
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the choice of the modal verb. If hui "will" is replaced hyyao "will", the sentence 
would be grammatical as shown in (23). 
(23) Wo zhunbei [e mingtian yao lai] 
I prepare tomorrow will come 
"I prepare to come tomorrow" 
My intuition, however, is that (22) is no worse than (23). It seems to me that 
(23) is not a convincing example to argue against (22). 
Xu also shows that the objective clauses in (24) and (25) are finite clauses 
since they contain modal verbs and modal verbs are assumed only to appear in 
finite clauses. 
(24) Wo jinliang shefa [ e neng duo gei ni yixie bangzhu] 
I try manage could more give you some help 
"ril try my best to give you more help." 
(25) Ta bi wo [e yao zai liang tian nei wancheng] 
he force me will in two day inside fmish 
"He forced me to finish within two days." 
If the subject EC is not PRO in (24) and (25), it should be able to be 
recovered by a lexical word. But this cannot be done, as is shown in (26) and 
(27). 
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(26) *Wo jinliang shefa [ta neng duo gei ni yixie bangzhu] 
I try manage he could more give you some help 
"I'll try my best to make him give you more help." 
(27) *Ta bi wo [wo yao zai liang tian nei wancheng] 
he force me I will in two day inside finish 
"He forced me to finish within two days." 
\ 
We may say that neng and yao in (24) and (25) might not belong to the same 
type of modal verbs which are used in finite clauses, so (24) and (25) are not 
convincing evidence against the existence of PRO in Chinese. 
The second issue about the assumption of free empty category is to show that 
the object EC is neither a variable nor a pro. But it seems that Xu does not give 
any convincing evidence, either. For example, he gives (28) to deny the variable 
status of the object EC, but he could not deny the pro status of the object EC. 
(28) \Na ge haizi]i yao [mama bao eJ 
that CL child ask mother hold 
"That child asked his mother to hold him." 
So far we have seen that the attempt to stipulate a new category for the empty 
categories in Chinese is problematic. We could also notice that it is often the 
case that the preferred reading in the examples given by Xu could only be 
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obtained in special contexts influenced much by pragmatic factors. For example, 
Xu argues that the object EC can be reflexive in the context like (29). 
(29) Renren dou renshi ziji, Zhang San renshi e, Li Si ye renshi e. 
everyone all know self Zhang San know Li Si also know 
"Everyone knows himself. Zhang San knows (himself), and Li Si also 
knows (himself)." 
Following his line of thinking, we may say that Binding Principle C is not 
applicable to the context in English where the R-expression is not free, as shown 
in (30), where John only believes that he himself could win the race. 
(30) Johni believes that only Johni could win the race. 
But this kind of reasoning is not what we should adopt in syntactic study. 
According to Fiengo and May (1994), grammar is only responsible for the 
interpretation of a referential item within the sentence, thereby opening the 
2 Xu suggested the object EC in (i) is a pro since it is coindexed with the matrix 
subject. 
(i) [n>Zhang San! lao chuixu [NpCi]] 
Zhang San always boast 
"Zhang San always boasts ofhimself." 
Han (1997) consider the object EC a phenomena of discourse deletion, namely, e 
could only be interpreted within a certain discourse. I would like to argue that the object 
EC is a syntactic variable bound by the discourse topic. 
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possibility for the referential item to be interpreted in the discourse. Grammar 
does not account for the referential identifiability in the discourse when the 
referential item has the independent indexical type, for otherwise we may reach 
the conclusion that no syntactic principles are necessary, which is contrary to the 
basic assumption of generative linguistic theory. 
To summarize, in this section, I argue against Xu's attempt to stipulate a new 
empty category, i.e. free empty category, in Chinese. I have shown that the 
empty category in Chinese falls within the inventory of the empty category of the 
principle-parameter theory and that many examples given by Xu are not 
convincing because the interpretation of those examples relies heavily on 
pragmatic factors. Therefore, the status of the empty category in the comment 
can only be a PRO, a pro or a covert variable, but not a free empty category. 
5.4 The Base-Generated Variable 
From the discussion in the above sections, we could notice two properties 
relating to the Chinese topic structures. First, certain Chinese topic structures 
allow the violation of Subjacency. Second, the resumptive pronoun can be used 
in overt and covert forms alternatively in the comment. The base generation 
analysis seems to work well to accommodate these two properties because base 
generation is insensitive to movement constraints and the covert resumptive 
pronoun is base generated. 
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As introduced in Section 2.7.2, a wh-trace is called a variable in the sense that 
it is A'-bound by an operator. If the base-generation analysis is applied to 
analyze some topic structures, the issue arises as to whether the A'-bound 
resumptive pronoun, overt or covert, can be called a variable. Georgopoulos 
(1991: 83) suggests that in Palauan resumptive pronouns are pronominals and 
become variables coindexed with their A'-antecedents. Palauan is a language 
which is much similar to Chinese in that both languages allow violation of 
Subjacency. Following Huang (1984) and Georgopoulos (1991), we could 
regard an resumptive pronoun in the comment as a variable when it is A'-bound. 
This assumption conforms to the fimctional definition of the variable given by 
Chomsky (1982). According to this fiinctional definition, an empty category can 
be called a variable ifit is A'-bound. As Lasnik and Uriagerka (1988: 65) notes, 
there is just one empty category, e. Its features are contextually or functionally 
determined by the environment in which it finds itself. Thus, a syntactic variable 
can be base-generated only if it is bound by an operator.^ 
3 As Gasde (1998: 56) mentions, Lasknik and Stowell (1991) call the empty category in 
topicalization null epithet. Rizzi (1995) call it null constant. The assumption behind 
these terms is that the variable in these structures is of a special kind, one which does not 
obey the movement constraint. So, obviously there is difficulty in arguing that the 
variable must be a wh-trace. 
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5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have discussed how to identify the status of the gap in the 
comment. Following the assumption made in Section 2, we suggest that traces 
in subject and object positions should not be spelled out in English and Chinese. 
In other words, the gaps in these positions are not real gaps if they can be 
lexicalized by resumptive pronouns. We have also found that the complex NP is 
a barrier to A-control. Many topic sentences are ungrammatical only because the 
empty subject cannot be identified under the control rule, but not because the 
Subjacency violation. These sentences are irrelevant to movement. An analysis 
has been given in this chapter to show that there is no need to stipulate a free 
empty category. A functional definition of base-generated variable is therefore 
favored. In a word, this chapter has shown that the base-generation approach 
can effectively accommodate the phenomena of the free violation of Subjacency 
and the existence of covert resumptive pronouns which can be considered base-
generated variables by the functional definition. 
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Chapter 6 The Topic PP 
In Section 3.4, we have looked at some properties of topic Pps and 
concluded that topic PPs are usually temporal or locative PPs, which are not 
subcategorized by the verb. In this chapter, we will discuss in more detail about 
the properties of topic PPs in English and Chinese. 
6.1 Disconstituents 
Brunson (1992a) introduces the term thematic discontinuity to account for 
the semantic relationship between separate constituents. It refers to a set of 
separate constituents each contributing to the interpretation of a single referent. 
These separate constituents are the disconstituents of a thematic discontinuity. 
Each disconstituent expresses the same entity or concept with a different degree 
of relative specificity. (1) is an example of such idea (Brunson 1992b: 14). 
(1) John witnessed the accident yesterday in the park at noon. 
The two temporal adjuncts yesterday and at noon form a thematic 
discontinuity identifying the single time at which the event took place. Brunson 
gives (2) as the Interpretive Constraint on Thematic Discontinuity: 
(2) Interpretive Constraint on Thematic Discontinuity 
I fXl , X2 and X3 are disconstituents of a single role, then XI z> X 2 � X 3 . 
(Where�means "more general,'.) 
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Brunson also gives her definition of m-command, shown as in (3), under 
which there is mutual m-command between the adjuncts of the same projection， 
a and P, as shown in (4a), but in (4b) a asymmetrically m-commands p, since the 
maximal projection XP dominates P，but not oc. 
(3) (i) M-command: a m-commands P iff a does not dominate p and for all 
y, Y a maximal projection, such that y dominates a, y does not exclude p / 
(ii) Essentially, a m-commands P if P is no higher in the structure than 
any of the maximal projections dominating a. 
(4) a. XP(=y) b. ZP 
/ \ / \ 
X, a XP 
/ \ / \ 
X' a X' 
/ \ / \ 
X' p X' p 
/ \ / \ 
X YP X YP 
Brunson further suggests that a more general disconstituent must m-
command a more specific disconstituent, as stated in (5) (Brunson 1992b: 16). 
1 a excludes p if no segment of a dominates p (Chomsky 1986: 9). 
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(5) If XI and X2 are disconstituents with XI => X2, then XI m-commands 
X2. 
6.2 The Order Among PPs 
6.2.1 English 
Brunson argues that where there is mutual m-command, the general 
disconstituent and the specific disconstituent can be in free order, as is shown in 
(6) and (7)(Her(ll)). 
(6) a. John saw Mary at the Sky Dome in Toronto, 
b. John saw Mary in Toronto at the Sky Dome. 
(7) a. John met Mary on Tuesday at noon, 
b. John met Mary at noon on Tuesday. 
Brunson's idea can be stated as follows in (8). 
(8) If XI and X2 are disconstituents and m-command each other, then XI 
and X2 can be in free order. 
However, if we take into account the relative positions of the adjuncts in (9), 
we may say that the status of the disconstituents of the adjuncts might not be the 
cause of the free order. 
(9) a. John met Mary in Toronto on Tuesday at noon. 
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b. John met Mary on Tuesday in Toronto at noon. 
c. John met Mary at noon in Toronto on Tuesday. 
Obviously, in (9) the disconstituents are on Tuesday and at noon excluding in 
Toronto, but the free order among the three post-verbal constituents is still 
allowed. When commenting on the relative positions of adjuncts, Quirk (1972: 
506) notes that the normal relative order can be changed to suit certain desire, 
though the normal order is process-place-time. In other words, the free order of 
the post-verbal adjuncts depends more upon the mutual m-command relationship 
than upon the relationship of disconstituents. 
6.2.2 Chinese 
6.2.2.1 Temporal Adjuncts 
The concept of disconstituent can be used to describe the relative position of 
/¾ 
the pre-verbal adverbial in Chinese. Using the terms in Quirk (1972), we may 
2 Adverbials usually appear before the verb in Chinese, given that the language belongs 
to a head-fmal type. In very special cases, such as a literary or anomalous idio-syntactic 
style, the adverbial might appear post-verbally. For those prepositions which are found 
postverbal, they could be considered part of the compound verb, since the aspect marker 
such as le can only appear after the preposition but not after the verb, for instance, as is 
shown in (i) (Liu 1983: 315; Lu 1980: 13; Hu 1991: 56). 
(i) a. ta die dao le he li 
he fall to ASP river in 
"Hefellintotheriver." 
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say that Chinese adverbials appear in the /-position (i.e. the initial position of the 
sentence) or M-position (i.e. the medium position between the subject and the 
verb). One of the most often used prepositions to introduce temporal or locative 
adjuncts is zai, which roughly means the same as such English preposition as in, 
on and at. Sharing the common characteristics of other temporal prepositions, zai 
is often used in covert form when it is the head of a temporal PP adjunct, for 
example, as shown in (10). 
(10) Zhang San (zai) xingqier jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on Tuesday met ASP Mary 
"Zhang San met Mary on Tuesday." 
Different from its English counterparts, zai can only appear before the first of 
the temporal disconstituents in one clause, as shown in (11). 
(11) a. Zhang San (zai) xingqier zhongwu jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on Tuesday noon met ASP Mary 
"Zhang San met Mary at noon on Tuesday." 
b. 7*Zhang San xingqier zai zhongwu jian guo Mali 
Zhang San Tuesday at noon met ASP Mary 
c. * Zhang San zai xingqier zai zhongwu jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on Tuesday at noon met ASP Mary 
b. *ta die le dao he li 
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Xingqier Tuesday, and zhongwu 'noon' in (11) are no doubt disconstituents in 
the sense defined by Brunson, but the fact that the preposition zai can only 
appear before Xingqier 'Tuesday' shows that these two disconstituents do not 
have the same structural status. Support for this view can be found in (12) and 
(13). 
(12) a. Zhang San shemo shihou jian guo Mali? 
b. (i) (Zai) xingqier zhongwu 
(ii) *Xingqier zai zhongwu 
(iii) **Zai Xingqier zai zhongwu 
(iv) (zai) xingqier (de) zhongwu 
(13) Zhang San (zai) xingqier (de) zhongwu jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on Tuesday DE noon met ASP Mary 
"Zhang San met Mary at noon on Tuesday." 
(12) and (13) show that xingqier zhongwu "Tuesday noon" in (12) can be 
possibly a DP with the head DE in the covert form, xingqier "Tuesday" being the 
specifier 2indi zhongwu 'noon' being the complement, as shown in (14), 





I / \ 
zai NP \ 
on I D' 
I / \ 




The structure of the PP zai xingqier (de) zhongwu 'on Tuesday noon' would 
be as in (15). 
(15) [pp zai [DP xinqier (DE) zhongwu]] 
In the case of (14), since xingqier 'Tuesday' and zhongwu 'noon' occupy the 
specifier of the DP and the complement of the DP respectively, they cannot 
undergo permutation though they are mutually m-commanded. The 
ungrammaticality of (16) should be expected and the contrast in (17) can be 
accounted for. 
(16) *Zhang San (zai) zhongwu (de) xingqier]mn guo Mali 
Zhang San on noon DE Tuesday met ASP Mary 
"Zhang San met Mary at noon on Tuesday.“ 
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(17) a. Zhang San (zai) xingqier xiawu liang dian jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on Tuesday afternoon 2 o'clock met ASP Mary 
"Zhang San met Mary at 2 o'clock at noon on Tuesday." 
b. Zhang San (zai) xingqier (de) xiawu (de) liang dian jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on Tuesday DE afternoon DE 2 o'clock met ASP Mary 
c. *Zhang San (zai) xiawu (de) xingqier (de) liang dian jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on afternoon DE Tuesday DE 2 o'clock met ASP Mary 
d. *Zhang San (zai) xingqier liang dian xiawu jian guo Mali 
Zhang San on Tuesday 2 o'clock afternoon met ASP Mary 
Here it seems that the m-command relationship is not the sufficient condition 
for two disconstituents to permute each other. Only when two temporal 
adjuncts are structurally parallel, and mutually m-command each other, can they 
undergo permutation, as is shown in (18), 
4 Two constituents are parallel when they take the same syntactic position. The 
adjuncts in (i) are not parallel in this sense. 
(i) a. Zhe ge qingnian zuijin shichang lai shudian. 
this CL young man recently often come bookstore 
"This young man often comes to the bookstore recently." 
b. Zuijin zhe ge qingnian shichang lai shudian. 
recently this CL young man often come bookstore 
"Recently this young man often comes to the bookstore." 
c. *Shichang zhe ge qingnian zuijin lai shudian. 
often this CL young man recently come bookstore 
"*Often this young man recently comes to the bookstore." 
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(18) a. Zhang San [yijing] [zao] jian guo Mali le 
Zhang San already early see ASP Mary PRT 
"Zhang San already saw Mary in early days." 
b. Zhang San [zao] [yijing] jian guo Mali le 
Zhang San early yijing see ASP Mary PRT 
"Zhang San already saw Mary in early days." 
To sum up, in this section I have shown that temporal adjuncts in Chinese are 
usually present preverbally. Such temporal prepositions as zai can stand both in 
covert or overt forms.^ Temporal disconstiuents may appear in the form of a DP 
structure. Within this DP, the unparalleled disconstituents cannot permute with 
each other. I argue that the temporal adjuncts can only undergo permutation 
when they are structurally parallel and Chinese does not have paralleled temporal 
adjuncts which are commonly found in English. 
d.*Zhe ge qingnian shichang zuijin lai shudian. 
this CL young man often recently come bookstore 
"*This young man often recently comes to the bookstore." 
As shown by the English glosses, zuijin and shichang are not parallel in the sense 
the former is a sentence adjunct but the latter is a v-bar adjunct, so they cannot exchange 
their positions. 
5 The optional overtness of zai is perhaps related to the predicative nature of the 
temporal noun phrases (Stroik 1996). 
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6.2.2.2 Locative Adjuncts 
The situation concerning the locative adjunct is different, where the 
preposition zai is overt in most cases, as is shown in (19) and (20).6 
(19) a. Zhang San zai Beijingjian guo Mali 
Zhang San in Beijing see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary in Beijing." 
b. *Zhang San Beijingjian guo Mali 
(20) a. Zhang San zai Beijing Xidan jian guo Mali. 
Zhang San in Beijing Xidan see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary at Xidan in Beijing." 
b. *Zhang San Beijing Xidanjian guo Mali. 
c. *Zhang San Beijing zai Xidian jian guo Mali. 
In (20), Beijing and Xidan are two locative disconstituents. But they are not 
parallel in the sense that they cannot be the complement of the preposition zai at 
the same time, as is shown in (21). 
(21) *Zhang San zai Beijing zai Xidan Jian guo Mali. 
Zhang San in Beijing at Xidan see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary at Xidan in Beijing." 
6 The cause for the compulsory overtness of zai is perhaps due to the non-predicative 
nature of the locative noun phrases (Stroik 1996). 
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Following the analysis of the temporal adjunct in the above section, we may 
also assume that the locative disconstituents such as those in (21) form a DP with 
the covert head DE and that this DP is the complement of the preposition zai 'in', 
as is shown in (22) and (23). 
(22) a. Zhang San zai Beijing (de) Xidanjian guo Mali. 
Zhang San in Beijing DE Xidan see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary at Xidan in Beijing." 




I / \ 
zai NP D' 
I / \ 
Beijing D NP 
de Xidan 
DE 
To sum up, the locative disconstituents in Chinese form a DP taking the 
complement position within the locative PP adjunct. The locative disconstituents 
forming a locative PP cannot bear permutation because they are in different 
syntactic positions. 
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6.2.2.3 Relative Position of the Parallel adjuncts 
Now consider (24). 
(24) a. Zhang San (zai) xingqier zai Beijing (de) Xidanjian guo Mali. 
Zhang San on Tuesday in Beijing DE Xidan see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary at Xidan in Beijing on Tuesday." 
b. Zhang San (zai) xingqier xiawu zai Beijing (de) Xidan jian guo Mali. 
Zhang San on Tuesday afternoon in Beijing DE Xidan see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary at Xidan in Beijing on Tuesday afternoon." 
If the adverbial of time and the adverbial of location in (24) are analyzed as 
the adjunct of the sentence, the structure would be as in (25), which shows that 
the temporal adjuncts and the locative adjuncts are parallel and mutually m-








I / \ 
(zai) xingqier PP \ 
I V' 
zai Beijing (de) Xidan / \ 
V DP 
jian guo Mali 
7 Here I take the point of view that subject is VP intemal. 
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(26) Zhang San zai Beijing (de) Xidan (zai) xingqierjian guo Mali. 
Zhang San in Beijing DE Xidan on Tuesday see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary on Tuesday at Xidan in Beijing." 
The adjuncts in (27) are also parallel and mutually m-commanded, so they can 
exchange their positions. 
(27) a. Ta [zai jia] [yukuaidi] duguo le shujia. 
he at home happily spend ASP summer vocation 
"He happily spent his summer vocation at home." 
b. Ta [yukuaidi] [ zai jia] duguo le shujia. 
he happily at home spend ASP summer vocation 
"He happily spent his summer vocation at home." 
To sum up, in this section I have shown that the temporal or locative 
disconstituents in Chinese form a temporal or locative DP, which fimctions as the 
complement of such temporal or locative preposition as zai. Within the DP, de is 
the functional head, the disconstituent with wide scope is the specifier, and the 
disconstituent with narrow scope is the complement. I argue that what 
determines the possibility of the permutation among the adjuncts is whether they 
are structurally parallel, but not whether they are disconstituents. I also argue 
that since the temporal or locative disconstituents in Chinese are not parallel in 
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structure, permutation of the disconstituents within the temporal DP or locative 
DP is illegitimate. 
6.3 Topic PP and Disconstituents 
In the previous sections, we have discussed the conditions on the 
permutation concerning temporal PPs and locative PPs in Chinese and English. 
In this section, we will discuss how the conditions on the permutation work with 
topic PPs. 
6.3.1 Topic PPs and V-bar Disconstituents 
Brunson (1992b: 15) argues that topicalized PPs must be more general than 
any ofits V-bar disconstituent as shown in (28) and (29) (Her (12)). 
(28) a. In Toronto, John saw Mary at the Sky Dome, 
b. *At the Sky Dome, John saw Mary in Toronto. 
(29) a. On Tuesday, John met Mary at noon, 
b. *At noon, John met Mary on Tuesday. 
The same contrast can also be found in Chinese, as is shown in (30) and (31). 
(30) a. Zai Beijing, Zhang San zai Xidanjian guo Mali. 
in Beijing Zhang San at Xidan see ASP Mary 
"In Beijing, Zhang San saw Mary at Xidan." 
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b.*Zai Xidan, Zhang San zai Beijing jian guo Mali. 
At Xidan Zhang San in Beijing see ASP Mary 
"*At Xidan, Zhang San saw Mary in Beijing." 
(31) a. Zai xingqier, Zhang San zai zhongwu jian guo Mali. 
on Tuesday Zhang San at noon see ASP Mary 
"On Tuesday, Zhang San saw Mary at noon." 
b. *Zai zhongwu, Zhang San zai xingqierjian guo Mali 
at noon Zhang San on Tuesday see ASP Mary 
"*At noon, Zhang San saw Mary on Tuesday." 
The contrast in (28)-(29) and (30)-(31) supports (5), repeated as (32). 
(32) If XI and X2 are disconstituents with Xlz>X2, then XI must m-
commands X2. 
Here Brunson assumes that the topic PPs in (28) and (29) are generated by 
adjunction, i.e. by moving from the V-bar position, as is shown in (33) and (34). 
(33) [In Toronto]i, John saw Mary at the Sky Dome ti. 
(34) [On Tuesday] i，John met Mary at noon ti. 
According to (32), only the disconstituent with wide scope can be moved to 
the topic position. The b-numbered sentences in (28)-(31) violate (32), so they 
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are ungrammatical. As we know, topicalization is a marked structure in English, 
so it must have an unmarked counterpart, i.e. the canonical structure out of 
which the topic structure is generated. (33) and (34) must have their canonical 
counterparts of (35) and (36).8 
(35) John saw Mary at the Sky Dome in Toronto. 
(36) John met Mary at noon on Tuesday. 
In the case of Chinese, however, as analyzed above, (30) and (31) do not have 
their canonical counterparts, as is shown in (37) and (38). 
(37) *Zhang San zai Beijing zai Xidanjian guo Mali. ( (21)) 
Zhang San in Beijing at Xidan see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary at Xidan in Beijing." 
(38) *Zhang San zai xingqier zai zhongwu jian guo Mali. ( (11)) 
Zhang San on Tuesday at noon see ASP Mary 
"Zhang San saw Mary on Tuesday noon." 
The ungrammaticality of (37) and (38) reveals that (30) and (31) should not 
be generated from (37) and (38), contrary to what is supposed in English. This is 
8 If we take the structures in (33) and (34) to be unmarked structures, (33) and (34) 
would not be necessarily generated from (35) and (36) via movement. Rather (33) and 
(34) may be analyzed as a base-generated structure. Shi (1992) argues, for example, 
against the hypothesis that the topic PP is generated by movement. 
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expected if we assume that the structures in (30) and (31) are unmarked and 
base-generated in Chinese.^ It has been mentioned in Section 6.2.2 that Chinese 
does not have parallel temporal or locative disconstiuents, so it is impossible to 
move any disconstituent out of the adjunct PP, as is shown in (39). 
(39) VP 
/ \ 
Zhang San V' 
/ \ 
PP \ 
/ \ V' 
/ \ / \ 
P DP V DP 
I /\ I I 
(zai) / \ jianguo Mali 
DP D' see Mary 
I / \ 
xingqier D DP 
Tuesday (de) zhongwu 
DE noon 
9 Gasde (1998b) also holds the view that the topic PP is base-generated, but he treats 
the sentence initial PP and the embedded PP alike ignoring the scope difference between 
the two kinds of PPs, as is shown in (i) 
(i) a. [Zai Zhongguo], waiguoren hen chixiang. 
in China foreigners very appreciated 
"Li China (Topic), foreigners are highly appreciated." 
b. Waiguoren [zai Zhongguo] hen chixiang. 
foreigners in China very appreciated 
"Foreigners are highly appreciated in China." 
Li our analysis, the topic is located in a sentence initial position. As for the sentence-
intemal PP, I would take it as adverbial. In other words，we need to make distinction 
between sentence adverbial and the topic (See Section 3.4). 
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In other words, the Chinese topic structure can be based-generated without 
involving the kind of movement assumed in English. This can explain why two 
zah only coexist in (30a) and (31a)，but not in (37) and (38), for the two PPs in 
(30a) and (31a) are structurally independent of each other. 
6.3.2 Topic PPs and Subjects 
Bmnson (1992: 15) argues that the mutual m-commanding of the topic PP 
and disconstituent subjects contributes to the free order as is shown in (40) and 
(41)(her(13)). 
(40) a. In the summertime, the early morning is beautifiil. 
b. In the early morning, the summertime is beautiful. 
(41) a. In Toronto, the Sky Dome is beautifial. 
b. At the Sky Dome, Toronto is beautiful. 
There are some problems in her analysis. First, take (41a) as an example，the 
disconstituents are in fact Toronto and the Sky Dome, but not in Toronto and the 
Sky Dome. But Toronto and the Sky Dome are not mutually m-commanded since 
the maximal projection PP that dominates in Toronto does not dominate the Sky 
Dome, as is shown in (42). 
(42) [pp [p In] [NP Toronto]], [n>[NP the Sky Dome] is beautiful]. 
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Second, the ungrammaticality of (43) indicates that the topic PP in Toronto 
and the subject the Sky Dome are not parallel in structure since they cannot bear 
permutation. 
(43) *The Sky Dome, in Toronto is beautiful. 
Brunson further applies her mutual m-command analysis to (44) and (45) (her 
(14)), saying that the ungrammaticality of (44b) and (45b) are due to the non-
mutual-m-command between the disconstituents. 
(44) a. In the summertime, I think that the early morning is beautifiil. 
b. *In the early morning, I think that the summertime is beautiful. 
(45) a. In Toronto, I think the Sky Dome is beautiful. 
b.*At the Sky Dome, I think that Toronto is beautiful. 
Compared (44) and (45) with (40) and (41), Brunson argues that the 
disconstituent subject is separated from the topic disconstituent PP by the matrix 
subject and the complementizer, so the disconstituents do not mutually m-
command each other and the permutation leads to ungrammaticality. 
Besides the problems in her analysis of (40) and (41), all the native speakers I 
have consulted, however, consider (44b) and (45b) grammatical. This in fact can 
be expected. As Brunson herself mentions，the topicalized PP with narrow scope 
forces a narrow interpretation of the subject, so (40b) and (41b) are grammatical 
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without violating (32) when the subject is understood in no more wide scope 
reading than the topic PP. If (40b) and (41b) can be grammatical for whatever 
reasons, (44b) and (45b) should be grammatical for the same reason. Since the 
complement clause is lexically selected, i.e. L-marked, there should not be any 
structural barrier because of the existence of the complement clause. 
I would like to argue that the grammaticality of (40) and (41) is due to the 
adjacency and aboutness. As some native speakers feel, (40) and (41) are more 
natural since the related subject is adjacent to the topic. The reason for the forced 
narrow-scope interpretation of the subjects in the b-numbered sentences in (40)-
(41) and (44)-(45) is the requirement of aboutness in the interpretation of the 
topic structure. In other words, the subjects are m-commanded by the topic PP, 
so they have to be interpreted in the scope of the topic. 
To sum up, in (40) and (41), there is no disconstituent effect as argued by 
Bmnson, for we could notice the following: (i) The topic and the subject are not 
disconstituents. (ii) There is no permutation of the disconstituents. (iii) Mutual 
m-command is not the relevant condition for deriving the a-numbered sentences 
from the b-numbered sentences. Therefore, there is no contrast between (40)-
(41) and (44)-(45). Since the topic asymmetrically m-commands the comment, it 
would determine the scope for the interpretation of the related item in the 
comment. In this case, the notions of disconstituent and m-command 
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relationship are useful to display the aboutness between the topic and comment. 
Or we may say that the aboutness is set up by the relationship between the 
disconstituents in the topic and comment. Once this relationship can be set up, 
the sentence would be grammatical and interpretable. 
6.3.3 As for Topics and Disconstituents 
In Section 6.3.2, we have seen that the disconstituent with narrow scope 
reading can be used as a topic and it forces the disconstituent with wide scope 
reading in the comment to be interpreted within the scope set by the topic. By 
contrast, the disconstituent with narrow scope reading can never be introduced 
as the topic by as for, as shown in (46) and (47) (Brunson's (9)). 
(46) a. As for books, IVe read those novels, 
b. *As for novels, IVe read those books. 
(47) a. As for Toronto, the Sky Dome is beautiful, 
b. *As for Sky Dome, Toronto is beautiful. 
The same constraint also exits in Chinese, as is shown in (48). 
(48) a. (zhiyu) shu, wo duo guo naxie xiaoshuo. 
as for book I read ASP those novel 
"As for books, IVe read those novels." 
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b. *(zhiyu) xiaoshuo, wo duo guo naxie shu. 
asfor novel I read ASP those book 
"*As for novels, IVe read those books." 
The possible explanation for the ungrammaticality of the b-numbered 
sentences in (46) and (47) is that the topic disconstituent is not adjacent to the 
complement disconstituent, so it bars even the forced narrower interpretation. 
Compared with (40)-(41) and (44)-(45), we may assume, following Brunson, 
that the topic is JP adjunct in (40)-(41) and (44)-(45), but the topic is in [Spec, 
TopP] in the structure like (46). When the topic is JP adjunct, it is not excluded 
by the n^ which dominates the disconstituent in the comment, so the topic 
disconstituent can be considered adjacent to the comment disconstituent. When 
the topic is in [Spec, TopP], the topic disconstituent is disjoint to the comment 
disconstituent, the forced narrow interpretation is impossible. The difference is 
shown in (49)/o 
(49) a. n> b. TopP 
/ \ / \ 
PP \ (topic) \ 
(topic) n> TopP' 
/ \ / \ 
comment TOP JP 
/ \ 
comment 
10 Bmnson suggests that the IP adjunction should be generated by movement. But as 
Peter Culicover (p.c.) points out, IP adjunction could also be base-generated. 
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We may further assume that the functional head of TopP is TOP which does 
not lexically select JP, so IP would be a barrier to bar the forced narrow 
interpretation of the disconstituent in the comment. In this case, the topic 
disconstituent must always be more general than the comment disconstituent. 
This phenomena reminds us of what Cinque (1990) mentions about strong 
islands and weak islands which function differently upon the binding chains. It is 
possible that the IP in (49b) would be a strong barrier to disconstituents but a 
weak barrier to bound constituents. 
6.4 Summary 
In English, a non-subcategorized PP, the temporal and locative modifier can 
be treated as the topic in most cases when they appear clause initially. When 
separate constituents express the same entity or concept with a different degree 
of relative specificity, they are disconstituents. Disconstituents of locative or 
temporal PPs can permute each other under certain conditions. Brunson suggests 
that mutual m-command is the condition for the permutation. But we propose 
that being parallel in structure is a more important condition for the permutation, 
which can be more obviously observed in Chinese. Our analysis can explain why 
disconstituents cannot bear permutation within locative PPs or temporal PPs, for 
the disconstituents are not structurally parallel. We have seen that the topic 
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disconstituent determines the scope of the interpretation of the disconstituent in 
the comment because the former always m-commands the latter, and sometimes 
even asymmetrically m-commands the latter. When the topic PP is adjoined to 
ff, the disconstituent with general scope reading in the comment can be forced to 
be interpreted within the scope of the topic. But when the topic PP is in the 
[Spec, TopP], which is higher than JP, the comment disconstituent cannot get 
any forced narrow scope reading. Our account for this phenomenon is that the 
JP can be a barrier for disconstituents since the head of TopP does not lexically 
select the comment EP, for the relation between disconstituents is weaker than 
that between bound constituents when disconstituents do not bind each another. 
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Chapter 7 The Resumptive Pronoun in the Comment 
In this chapter I will show in detail how our analysis of base-generation works 
with the empirical data and that the resumptive strategy is a desirable way to 
distinguish the real gap filled by a trace from the pseudo gap taken by a covert 
pronominal. I will also give an answer to a standing puzzle in the Chinese topic 
structure, i.e. the topic-related resumptive pronoun in the comment seems to be 
obligatorily overt when the topic is an NP representing a human being, but it can 
be covert when the topic is an NP representing a non-human entity. The 
suggested answer developed in this chapter is that the overt resumptive pronoun 
is used to avoid the competition between the topic binding and binding of the 
operator within the Complex NP. 
7.1 A Controversy 
(1) *[Zhexie xuesheng]i, wo jian guo bushao [NP[CP tj xihuan e! de] renj] 
these students I see ASP not few like DE people 
"These students, I saw many people who like (them)." 
1 Shi (1992:108) notes that for some poorly understood reason, the Chinese third 
person pronominal for an inanimate entity is usually phonetically null except when it 
follows a preposition. 
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(2) [Zhexie hua]i, wo jian guo bushao [NP[CP tj xihuan Ci de] renj] 
these pictures I see ASP not few like DE people 
"These pictures, I saw many people who like (them)." 
The example like (1) is often used by those who favor the movement analysis, 
e.g. Qu (1994), to show that the violation of Subjacency is the cause of the 
ungrammaticality of the sentence considering the object EC in the Complex NP 
is a trace. But the example like (2) is often used by those who oppose the 
movement analysis, e.g. Cheng (1991), to argue that (2) is base-generated 
because there is no locality effect. 
The two parallel sentences seem to contradict with each other. Shi (1992: 
108) rejects (2) as the counterexample to the movement analysis by arguing that 
the object EC in (2) is not necessarily a gap but a null resumptive pronoun. In 
other words, the object EC in (2) is not a trace, so (2) is irrelevant to movement 
and the Subjacency constraint. But if this is the case, the object EC in (1) is also 
not a trace, since (1) and (2) are parallel in structure. If the object EC in (1) is 
not a trace, (1) has nothing to do with movement Subjacency. Therefore, (1) is 
as good or bad as (2) in every respect and it is an equally valid example to settle 
the discrepancy between the movement analysis and base-generation analysis. In 
other words, (1) and (2) have to be analyzed the same way. However, we could 
notice the difference between (1) and (2) though they are not considered to be 
controversial. The difference stands as follows: (i) The topic is an animate NP in 
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(1) but an inanimate NP in (2). (ii) The gap position cannot be phonetically null 
in (1) but it can have no phonological realization in (2). That is，(1) can be 
grammatical if the gap position is filled by an overt resumptive pronoun tamen 
"them" as shown in (3). 
(3) [Zhexie xuesheng]i, wo jian guo bushao [NP[cp tj xihua tamen�de] ren」（ 
these students I see ASP not few like them DE people 
"These students, I saw many people who like them." 
To summarize, the examples in (1) and (2) are not counterexamples to each 
other in terms of supporting the movement analysis or the base-generation 
analysis. They are both base-generated if we assume that a properly-governed 
trace cannot be lexicalized. But there is a difference between the two examples 
though they are not controversial, that is, in (1) the covertness of embedded 
object EC causes the ungrammaticality of the sentence, but in (2) the embedded 
object can be optionally overt or covert. In the following sections, we will 
discuss why there is such a difference between (1) and (2). 
7.2 Traces and Resumptive Pronouns 
As discussed in Sections 2.7.2 and 5.1，the trace theory (Chomsky 1973) 
holds that trace is a phonologically null element which is created by movement. 
The gap position taken by a trace is coindexed with its antecedent, i.e. the 
moved category. When we have a sentence with a gap, we have to identify 
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whether the gap is filled by a trace or a base-generated empty category before 
we do any further analysis relating to the gap. 
English is a non-pro-drop language. It does not allow null objects. When the 
complement of the verb is covert, it must be a trace. In English traces are covert 
and cannot be recovered by resumptive pronouns. In other words, the trace and 
the resumptive pronoun are distributed complementarily in some sense 
(Chomsky p.c.). The distribution is shown in (4)-(8).^ 
(4) Whati do you know ti/*iti ？ 
(5) This is the man! whom John claims that he will invite ti/*hinii. 
(6) Johni was invited ti/*himi at Mary's house. 
(7) Johni seems ti/*himi to have lost. 
(8) a. As for Johni, I know *ti/hinii. 
b. [That kind of pen]i, what can you use *ti/iti for? 
c. Johni, man, I like *ti/him[ 
2 There would be exceptional cases when the topic structure and the left dislocation 
share the same surface form, as shown in (i) (See 5.2(7)). 
(i) Johni, I like ti/himi 
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In (4)-(7), all sentences are assumed to be related to syntactic movement. (4) 
and (5) are generated by wh-movement. (6) and (7) are generated by NP-
movement. So the gaps in (4)-(7) are all real gaps which are filled with traces. 
So they cannot be recovered by resumptive pronouns. Within the same 
framework, sentences in (8) are classified as the structures of left-dislocation, 
which are assumed to be irrelevant to syntactic movement. So the sentences do 
not contain gaps. From the examples in (4)-(8), we can see that a real gap can 
never be replaced by a resumptive pronoun in the English language. 
Chinese displays the similar complementary distribution as in English，that is, 
the trace and the resumptive pronoun can't appear in the same environment, 
which is shown in (9).3 
(9) a. Zhang Sani bei da le ti/*tai. 
Zhang San BEI beat ASP him 
"Zhang San was beaten." 
b. Lian zijii Zhang Sani dou chang piping ti/*tai. 
LIAN^ himself Zhang San DOU^ often criticize him 
"Even himself, Zhang San also often criticizes." 
3 We assume that the structure in (9) is generated by movement. 
4 Lian is a focus marker. 
5 Dou is a focus marker. 
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(9a) is a passive sentence. Assuming that (9a) is generated via NP movement 
as its English counterpart, the gap is a real gap which cannot be lexicalized by a 
resumptive pronoun. Following Shyu (1995), (9b) is generated by movement, so 
the gap is filled by a trace which can not be realized by a resumptive pronoun. As 
we assumed in the previous chapters, the real gap in English and Chinese cannot 
be lexicalized. In other words, if a gap can be lexicalized, it is not a real gap but 
a pseudo gap containing a covert resumptive item. 
Let us consider (2) again. The empty category in (2) can be recovered by the 
resumptive pronoun tamen "them", as shown in (10)，so the gap in (2) should 
not be a real gap. 
(10) [Zhexie hua]i, wo jian guo [NP[cp tj xihuan tameri{ de] renj] 
these pictures I see ASP like them DE people 
"These pictures, I saw the people who like them." 
By taking Subjacency to be the diagnostic of the syntactic movement, (2) can 
be reasonably assumed to be base-generated since the Subjacency effect is not 
observed and the gap is in fact filled by a covert resumptive pronoun. Because 
(1) and (2) are parallel in structure, we could give a unified account of the gaps 
in the complex NPs in (1) and (2), i.e. the gaps are both taken by covert 
resumptive pronouns since both positions can be lexicalized. Then as (3) shows, 
the ungrammaticality of (1) is due to the covert state of the resumptive pronoun 
but not due to the Subjacency violation. In other words, the resumptive pronoun 
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must be phonologically realized in the case of (1) and movement is irrelevant to 
� . 
7.3 The Binding Constraint 
In Section 2.6 and 2.7，we have reviewed the Binding Theory and the Theory 
of Indexing. To set up binding relationship is the process of indexation. To say 
that a binds P is to say that a determines the semantic (and grammatical) 
properties of P. For example, in John wants to PRO leave, John binds PRO 
(Radford 1997: 495). Binding is only available for constituents with a referential 
theta role (Rizzi 1990, Haegeman 1994, Culicover 1997). Since binding is 
usually insensitive to barriers, long distance binding is possible. In this section，I 
will argue that if a constituent is simultaneously assigned different indices, i.e. 
bound by different binders, the constituent is uninterpretable, assuming that 
binding does not apply to competing indices. (11) illustrates such a situation. 
(11) [.•.OCi.• • ^ »..Pj..[•..Yij• • • ] •••] . . . ] 
where (i) a and P are distinctive binders with different theta roles; 
(ii) Y is the bindee; 
(iii) "i,j" means "i andj". 
(11) does not include the case of ambiguous sentences. Ambiguous readings 
are interpreted in different sentences though the sentences have the same surface 
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form. For example, the two readings of (12a) can only be obtained separately in 
(12b) and (12c). (12d) is uninterpretable because the indexation is the same as 
(11). 
(12) a. Zhang Sarim shuo Li Sik xuan le ziji^ /k 
Zhang San say LI Sik vote ASP self 
"Zhang Sarim said that Li Sik voted for himselC'him." 
b. Zhang Sanm shuo Li Sik xuan le zijim. 
c. Zhang Sanm shuo Li Sik xuan le zijik. 
d. *Zhang Sanm shuo Li Sik xuan le zijvk-
I give (13) as the representation of the ambiguous sentence. 
(13 ) [. •. OCi. •. [ • • • j3j • • [... Yi^  • • • ] • • • ] . • • ] 
where (i) a and P are distinctive binders with different theta roles; 
(ii) y is the bindee; 
(iii) "i/j" means "i orj". 
Along the same line, I suggest (14) to prevent the occurrence of (11). 
(14) Indexation Constraint 
No category can be assigned two distinctive indices simultaneously. 
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7.4 The Complex NP 
In Section 7.2，we have seen that the resumptive pronoun must be overt in (1) 
but can be optionally overt or covert in (2). We also notice that the gaps in (1) 
and (2) are both within complex NPs. In this section, we will look at the internal 
structure of the complex NP before we figure out an analysis for (1) and (2) in 
the following sections. 
Now let us consider the internal structure of the complex NP in (15). The D_ 
structure of (15) is given in (16). 
(15) ta xihuan de ren 
he like DE people 
"the people who he likes" 
(16) [NP[cp ta xihuan ti de] reni] 
(15) is a relative construction with ren "people" as its head. Ning (1993: 56) 
gives the representation of the Chinese relative construction, as shown in (17). 
(17) [NP[n>. . .e . . . ] + de + N P ] 
Ning points it out that this structure has two characteristics: (a) the EP must 
contain a gap and (b) the presence of the element de is obligatory. Ning (1993) 
and Xu (1993) both take de as a functional head. Xu proposes that the [Spec, 
CP] should lie on the right-hand side of the CP as shown in (18). I take Xu's 
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suggestion in this thesis. But I would not go into detail to introduce his 






To combine (17) with (18), we could represent the complex NP in (19a) as in 
(19b). 




/ \ I 
/ \ ren 
C' Spec 
/ \ I 
DP C Opi 
/ \ I 
/ \ de 
N P i VP 
I / \ 
ta V NP2 
xihuan ti 
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Following Ning (1993), we assume that the relative clause is generated via 
wh-movement. In (19b) we could see that the empty object NP2 is a variable 
bound by the operator in the [Spec, CP]. The JP within the Complex NP is a 
governing category for NP2. Binding Principle C does not allow NP2 to be A-
bound within the governing category. 
7.5 Why Overt? 
In this section, we will discuss why the resumptive pronoun must be overt in 
(1)，but can be optionally overt in (2)，as observed in 7.1. 
Let us consider (2) first. We could see that in (2), repeated here as (20), the 
subject EC is an A'-bound variable in the relative clause. 
(20) [Zhexie hua]i, wo jian guo bushao [NP[CP tj xihuan ei de] renj] 
these pictures I see ASP not few like DE people 
"These pictures, I saw many people who like them." 
As shown in (19)，since the object EC is in a variable position, it can be A'-
bound by the topic zhexie hua "these pictures", assuming that the topic position 
is an A'-position. 
The feature of the empty category in (20) is determined by the selectional 
restriction of the embedded verb, that is, the verb has the specifier-feature to 
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determine the range of specifiers which it allows and the complement-feature to 
determine the range of complements it allows (Radford 1997: 507). 
The verb xihuan "like" requires that its specifier (or subject) possess the 
feature of [+anim(ate)] and its complement (or object) possess the feature of [+/-
anim(ate)]. We could represent (20) with feature marking as in (21). The 
feature [animate] is significant in the case of (21) because it is a distinctive 
feature for the inanimate entity, i.e. the topic, and the animate entity, i.e. the head 
of the complex NP. 
(21) [Zhexie hua]i, wo jian guo [NP[cp tj xihuan ti de] renj] 
these pictures I see ASP like DE people 
[-anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.] 
We could see that the topic can only legitimately bind the object EC. The 
subject EC is subject to control, but not to direct topic A'-binding (See Section 
5.2). Following Huang (1991), a null object can be analyzed as a variable bound 
by a null operator. In other words, the object EC can be A,-bound. The topic, as 
an A'-binder, has the tendency to bind the object EC. 
In the Dependency Theory (Fiengo and May 1994: 47-48)，indices, as 
complex objects, are made up of an indexical type, indicated by a superscripted 
a or P, and an indexical value, indicated by subscripted numeral (or letter), e.g. 
Johni" . The different indexical types thus indicate whether an expression is 
dependent on its linguistic context (P-occurrence) or not (a-occurrence). 
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Indexical type，when taken in combination with specification of indexical value, 
will constitute the content of an index, and will encompass (along with lexical 
content) the linguistic determinants of the values of noun phrases. An 
occurrence of an index may be dependent on or independent of other 
occurrences. An occurrence that is independent of others is referred to as an a -
occurrence and one that is dependent on another as a P-occurrence. A variable 
has an index of P-occurrence since its index is dependent on the operator, its A'-
binder. 
According to (14), the object EC can only be assigned one of the possible 
features which the embedded verb selects. It seems that the determination of the 
feature choice depends on the topic as well as the head of the Complex NP, since 
both of them can legitimately bind the object EC by definition. However, the 
object EC would be assigned two different indices ifboth the topic and the head 
of the Complex NP select features for it. The result would violate (14). 
The intended interpretation of (21) tells us that the topic binding overrides 
the operator binding within the Complex NP. Considering this fact, we may 
assume that the topic has the priority to assign its index to the object EC. In 
(21), the head of the Complex NP ren "people" cannot bind the object NP 
6 This is a simplified way to explain the matter. Following the analysis of (19), the 
potential binder within the Complex NP should be the operator，which obtains its feature 
from the head by predication. NP2 in (19b) can't be bound within IP because of the 
violation ofBinding Principles. 
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because the feature the topic selects mismatches with the feature of ren "people". 
According to the Matching Condition (Radford 1981), if two NPs are assigned 
the same index, they must match in features (See Section 2.6). So ren "people" 
can not assign its index to the object EC after the object EC is assigned a 
different index by the topic. Consequently, we have (22), which is grammatical. 
(22) [Zhexie hua]i, wo jian guo [Np[cp tj xihuan Ci de] ren�] 
these pictures I see ASP like DE people 
[-anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.] 
Now let us consider (1), repeated as (23) with feature marking. 
(23) *[Zhexie xuesheng]i, wo jian guo [NP[CP tj xihuan Cij de] renj] 
these students I see ASP like DE people 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] 
Following the analysis of (20), the feature of the object in (21) is selected by 
i 
the topic. However, different from (20)，the head of the Complex NP ren 
"people" in (22) can also bind the object EC since there is no feature mismatch. 
Therefore, the object EC is assigned two indices simultaneously, which violates 
(14) and the sentence is ungrammatical. In order to avoid the violation of (14), 
the base-generated resumptive pronominal is spelled out as tamen "them". We 
may assume that the overt resumptive pronoun is the strong form, which rejects 
simultaneous multi-indexation. This effect is similar to the situation in Vata, 
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where the covert trace is spelled out to avoid the ECP violation as a last resort 
(Koopman and Sportiche 1986). (24) is the representation of the grammatical 
counterpart of (1). 
(24) [Zhexie xuesheng]i, wo jian guo [NP[CP tj xihuan tameni de] renj] 
these students I see ASP like them DE people 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] 
Now consider (25). We should notice that the verb jiao "teach" in (25a-b) 
differs from jiao "teach" in (25c) in that the former selects an animate 
complement and the latter selects an inanimate complement. In other words, we 
may assume there are different jiao,s in Chinese. 
(25) a. *P^a ge xuesheng]i, wo zhengzai zhao [[ tj jiao guo Ci ] de laoshij] 
that CL student I ASP look for teach ASP DE teacher 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] 
� "That student, I'm looking for the teacher who has taught him." 
b. P^a ge xuesheng]i, wo zhengzai zhao [[ tj jiao guo tai ] de laoshij] 
that CL student I ASP look for teach ASP him DE teacher 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [+aiiim.] [+anim.] 
c. [ Na taojiaocai]i, wo zhengzai zhao [[ tj jiao guo Ci ] de laoshij] 
those CL textbooks I ASP look for teach ASP DE teacher 
[-anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.] 
"Those textbooks, I'm looking for the teacher who has taught them." 
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In (25a), the topic nage xuesheng ” those students" binds the object EC, and 
the head of the Complex NP laoshi "teacher" is also the potential binder of the 
object EC, so (25a) violates (14). The sentence is grammatical when the object 
EC in (25a) is lexicalized as in (25b). In (25c) the topic natao jiaocai "those 
textbook" binds the object EC, but the head laoshi "teacher" can not legitimately 
bind the object EC because of the feature mismatch. The same analysis can be 
applied to (26). ^ 
(26) a. [zheme wanpi de haizi]i, wo zhaobudao [[ej yuanyi shouyang eJ de renjia]j 
such naughty DE child I find not willing adopt DE family 
[+anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] 
"Such a naughty child, I can't find the family which is willing to adopt him." 
b. *[zheme wanpi de haizi]i, wo zhaobudao [[ej yuanyi shouyang Ci,j] de rexin ren]j 
such naughty DE child I not find willing adopt DE kind person 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] 
> 
"Such a naughty child, I can't find so kind a person who is willing to adopt him." 
In (26a), renjia "family" is an abstract concept, so it possesses the 
feature of [-anim.]. (26a) is grammatical because there is no binding competition 
between the topic and the head of the complex NP. On the contrary, (26b) is 
7 I thank Xu Liejiong for bringing me (26a) for my attention.. 
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ungrammatical because of the binding competition when the topic and the head 
of the complex NP bear the same feature [+animate]. 
More complicated cases are found in (27) and (28)，where the verb piping 
"criticize" does not specify its specifier and complement in terms of the feature 
of animacy. 
(27) a. *[zhe ben shu]i, wOkjian guo bushao [[ej piping 6i,j] de wenzhangj] 
this CL book I see ASP not few criticize DE article 
[-anim.] [-anim.] [-anim.] [-anim.] 
"This book, I saw many articles which criticize (it)." 
b. *[zhe ben shu]i, wOk jian guo bushao [[e piping ej,i] de wenzhangj] 
this CL book I see ASP not few criticize DE article 
[-anim.] [-anim.] [-anim.] [-anim.] 
"*This book, I saw many articles which e criticize." 
c. [zhe ben shu]i, wo jian guo bushao [[ej piping Ci] de renj] 
] this CL book I see ASP not few criticize DE people 
[-anim.] [-anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.] 
"This book, I saw many people who criticize (it)." 
d.*[zhebenshu]i,w0kjiangu0 bushao [[e piping ej] de renj] 
this CL book I see ASP not few criticize DE people 
[-anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] 
"*This book, I saw many people who e criticize." 
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(28) a. [zhe ge ren]i, wo jian guo bushao [[ej piping Ci] de wenzhangj] 
this CL person I see ASP not few criticize DE article 
[+anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] 
"This person, I saw many articles which criticize (him).” 
b. *[zhe ge ren]i, wOkjian guo bushao[[e piping ej] de wenzhangj] 
this CL ren I see ASP not few criticize DE article 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] [-anim.] 
"*This person, I saw many articles which e criticize." 
In (27)，all topic words are [-anim.], but only (27c) is grammatical. As 
analysed above, (27a) violates (14) since the object EC has two distinctive 
binders zheben shu "this book" and wenzhang "article". In (27b)，what is 
relativized is the embedded object EC, so the empty object is a trace assigned the 
index of the head of the complex NP. Since the empty object is a variable, it can 
, also be bound by the topic, which leads to the violation of (14). In (27d) and 
(28b), the object ECs are relativized and assigned the index of the head of the 
complex NP. The topic can not bind the object EC because of the feature 
mismatch. As analyzed in Section 2.8, the empty subject can only be controlled 
by the closest SUBJECT under the GCR. The topic can not directly A'-bind the 
embedded empty subject since it is not the closest SUBJECT when the matrix 
subject is more close to the embedded subject EC. Thus，no aboutness 
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relationship can be naturally set up between the topic and the comment since the 
topic can not assign its index to any argument in the comment in the case of 
(27d) and (28b). 
(27) indicates that not all topic structures with an inanimate topic would be 
automatically grammatical without phonetically realizing the resumptive pronoun 
in the comment, (28a) shows that the topic structure with an animate topic does 
not necessarily bear a comment which contains a compulsory overt resumptive 
pronoun. 
Now consider (29) and (30). 
(29) a. [Zhe zhong cao]i, wo jian guo [[ ej ai chi Ci] de] tuzij] 
this CL grass I see ASP like eat DE rabbit 
[-anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] [+anim.: 
"As for this kind of grass, I saw the rabbits that like to eat it." 
b. *[Zhe zhong tuzi]i, wo jian guo [[ e ai chi ej] de] caOj: 
‘ this CL rabbit I see ASP like eat DE grass 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [-anim.] [-anim.] 
"As for this kind of grass, I saw the rabbits that like to eat it." 
(30) [Zhe zhong yu]i, wo jian guo [[ ej ai yang Ci] de renj] 
this CL fish I see ASP like feed DE people 
[+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] [+anim.] 
"As for this kind of fish, I saw the people who like to feed them." 
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(29) can be analyzed on a par with (27) and (28). But (30) seems to be a 
counterexample to our analysis. There is a binding competence in (30) since the 
topic and the head of the complex NP both possess the feature of [+animate] and 
can be binders of the empty object. In other words, both the topic and the head 
ofthe complex NP can assign their indices to the object EC. This should violate 
the Indexation Constraint. However, (30) is grammatical. I would argue that 
what matters here is whether the competing feature is distinctive. We may 
assume that the feature of [animate] can only be distinctive between the 
inanimate entity and the animate entity, but not between the entity of animals and 
the entity of human beings since both of the entities have the feature of 
[+animate]. If the feature [+/-human] is used as the distinctive feature between 
animals and human beings，no violation of (14) can be found in (30) and our 
analysis predicts the grammaticality of (30), as is shown in (31). 
‘ (31) [Zhezhong yu]i, wojian guo [[ ej ai yangeJ de renj] 
this CL fish I see ASP like feed DE people 
[-human.] [+anim.] [-human.] [+human.] 
"As for this kind of fish, I saw the people who like to feed them." 
To sum up, the two pairs of features, i.e. [+/-animate] and [+/-human], are 
important in our analysis since they distinguish the three entities in the world, i.e. 
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the inaminate entity, animals and human beings. Only distinctive features have 
effects upon the binding competition. 
7.6 Summary 
The discussion in this chapter shows that the type of sentence like (1) can not 
be used as supporting evidence for the movement analysis of the topic structure 
in Chinese, considering that (1) parallels with (2). Our strategy using of 
resumptive pronoun is applied to test the status of a gap, i.e. whether the gap is 
filled by a trace or a base-generated category. The Binding Constraint is 
established to account for the binding competition. We have also seen that the 
difference between (1) and (2), that is，the compulsorily overt resumptive 
pronoun, i.e. tamen "people" in the type of sentence like (1) and the frequently 
covert resumptive pronoun in the type of sentence like (2)，is due to the relation 
between the topic of the sentence and the operator within the Complex NP in 
^ terms of binding, but not due to the intrinsic nature of an inanimate pronoun. I 
have argued that the overt form of the resumptive pronoun is used as a last 
resort to avoid the binding competition. In other words, we have achieved an 
answer to a standing puzzle about the condition to determine the overtness of a 
resumptive pronoun in the comment. We have suggested that the compulsory 
overtness ofthe resumptive pronoun in the comment results from the interaction 
between the features of the topic, the verb and the operator concerned. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions 
The theory of Universal Grammar assumes that people share the same 
principles of grammar though they speak different languages. This theory works 
successfully to account for many European languages, but it cannot get its full 
power until it stands the challenge from such languages as Chinese that is 
relatively distant to English. The comparative study between English and Chinese 
will contribute significantly to the refinement of the framework of Universal 
Grammar. 
This thesis aims at clarifying some issues relating to the topic structure in 
English and Chinese. There are three fundamental assumptions in this thesis: (i) 
Most Chinese topic sentences are base-generated and they are constructions of 
left-dislocation rather than topicalization. (ii) The variable can be base-generated, 
(iii) Chinese does not have spelled-out traces. The base-generation approach is 
therefore favored in this thesis. Empirical data are given to justify the base-
1^  
generation assumption. The most important suggestion that has been made in this 
thesis is that the resumptive pronoun could be used as an effective test to identify 
the syntactic status of the gap in the comment clause. A gap is considered to be 
filled by a trace when it cannot be recovered by the resumptive pronoun. 
Otherwise, the gap is a pseudo gap which is filled by a covert resumptive 
pronoun. Take (1) and (2) as examples. 
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(1) Zhe ben shu, wo xihuan e. 
this CL book I like 
"Thisbook,Ilike." 
(2) Zhe ben shu, wo xihuan ta. 
this CL book, I like it. 
“This book, I like it” 
In the conventional analysis, e.g. Chomsky (1977), Huang (1984), (1) is 
topicalization involving movement, but (2) is left-dislocation involving no 
movement. Xu (1986) denies many circumstances to accommodate movement 
analysis，but he does not exclude (1) from the cases which are thought to be 
generated by movement. In our analysis, both (1) and (2) are base-generated 
left-dislocation considering the gap in (1) could be recovered by the resumptive 
pronoun ta "it". In other words, the gap in (1) is not a real gap. The base-
generation analysis I have offered unifies the derivations of (1) and (2), whereas 
<^ 
movement analysis could only include (1) but not (2) if we assume no lexical 
items should be inserted during the derivation. 
Another significant issue discussed in this thesis is the reason why the 
resumptive pronoun must be overt in some cases like (3) but not in the other 
cases like (4). 
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(3) [Zhexie xuesheng]i, wojian guo bushao [NP[CP tj xihuan *Ci/tamen de] 
these students I see ASP not few like them DE 
renj] 
people 
"These students, I saw many people who like (them)." 
(4) [Zhexie hua]i, wo jian guo bushao [NP[CP tj xihuan Ci/tamen de] renj] 
these pictures I see ASP not few like them DE people 
"These pictures, I saw many people who like (them). 
The suggested answer is that the compulsorily overt resumptive pronoun 
functions as a last resort to avoid the binding competition in the topic sentence. 
The intrinsic nature of the resumptive pronoun is not regarded as a relevant issue 
in my opinion. 
By giving the data that Chinese has PRO and pro, I have concluded, contrary 
to Xu's (1986) analysis, that the empty category in Chinese falls into the 
< 
inventory of the principle-parameter theory. Chinese does not have free empty 
category. 
Gasde (1998) suggests that the focus or contrast feature of the topic could 
trigger syntactic movement. I agree with Gasde in that the property of the topic 
could influence the derivation of the sentence, but I suggest that what matters to 
the derivation of the topic structure is the specificity of the topic, but not the 
contrast or focus determined by phonological factors. My observation is that the 
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non-specific topic is generated by movement, but the specific topic is base-
generated. The reason for such difference remains to be investigated in further 
research. 
The notion of barrier is used to constrain movement (Haegaman 1984: 557). 
But I have suggested that binding relation could be blocked by certain barriers, 
e.g. (i) JF is a strong barrier to disconstituents; (ii) Complex NP is a barrier to A-
control. One consequence of my suggestion is that the ungrammaticality of 
many sentences can be analysed as the failure of binding but not the violation of 
Subjacency. Thus, many structures could be analysed as left-dislocation instead 
of topicalization, which is predicted by the base-generation analysis. 
Other conclusions made in previous chapters relating to the Chinese topic 
structure include the following: 
(i) The topic structure should be syntactically defined. Topic is defined as the 
left-most major category and the specifier of the TopP. 
(ii) pro should not have an arbitrary index when it has a control domain. 
f 
(iii) There is a distinction between the topic adverbial and the pure sentence 
adverbial. The topic adverbial is usually a non-subcategorized locative or 
temporal PPs. PPs can undergo permutation if they are parallel in structure. 
(iv) Some structures should be reanalyzed as passive expressions rather than 
structures of topicalization. 
To sum up, using the strategy of resumptive pronouns, the base-generation 
analysis proposed in this thesis is rather effective to cover most topic structures 
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in Chinese. The conclusion that I have drawn in this thesis is that most Chinese 
topic structures are constructions of left-dislocation rather than topicalization. It 
is expected that this thesis could make some contributions to our understanding 
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